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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source,of News
in Murray and
Calloway County
Member of Associated Press

THREE SECTIONS TODAY
Today's Ledger & Times
contains two regular sections of
14 and 8 pages each plus an 8
page tabloid section for Big K
making a total of 30 pages in the
edition.

In Our 94th Year

Murray
Last Sunday we thought we
would go down to the Kentucky
Lake State Park with the
family, take a picnic lunch, and
otherwise loll on the beach.
Which we did.

It was so loud that one could
hardly carry on a conversation.
As soon as this "song" was
over, they started in with
another which we never could
follow, It started off with a
sound like fifty people eating
hamburgers
and
got
progressively worse.
Now we like music, understand, and we know that our
hearing is not as it was years
ago, but we can still hear, so we
bee no reason to blast out music
over the loud speakers with
such intensity. What made It
worse was that whether this
was music or not that was
corning out of the loud speaker,
is a highly debatable question
( regardless of our sentence
structure).
We think the (Millie idea is ok,
but they could cut down the
volume to about 80 decibels
from the 2020 they employ.
Now, for your bettor mental
health, always look for the
ridiculous and the humor in any
situation. In most any situation
there is this element of the
ridiculous, and the humorous,
look for it and laugh instead of

Nice letter from Harry U.
Whayne who has been living in
the Canal Zone for some time.
He is being transferred to
Pittsburgh where he will be in
graduate training in the School
of Public and Preventive
Medicine at the University of
Pittsburgh. Says he has enjoyed
receiving the Ledger and Times
and says hello to Norman and
Nettie. Says he may visit
Murray sometime in August.
Thanks to Mrs. Marvin Fulton
for her telephone call. She has
always been one of our favorite
ladies and we do mean Lady.
Thanks to the people of
Murray who keep their lawMs.
and flower gardens in such a
fine state. We enjoy them as we
drive along the city streets. We
particularly appreciate the big
bed of Petunias the university
planted on Chestnut Street at
the entrance of the Maintenance
Building

CAMP 592
Camp 592 of the Woodmen of
the World will have its regular
business meeting on Thursday,
August 2, at seven p.m. at the
WOW Hall. Members note
change from regular date.
FREE PUPPY
Puppy with collar, nine weeks
old, used to children, is free to
someone for a pet. See at 1302
South 16th Street or call 7535995.

The Weather

-

Partly cloudy today and very
warm, but less humid. High
temperatures in the mid to upper 80s. Fair and a little cooler
tonight, with lows in the upper
60s. Sunny and very warm
Thursday, with highs in the upper Ms.
Winds northwesterly eight to
twelve miles an hour today, rliMirrishing to-less than six milesan hour tonight
The outlook for Friday is for
fair and warm weather.

10' Per Copy
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Impeachment Move Introduced
Into 1400e By Robert Drinan

Seen&Heard

We were lying there on our
beach towel looking at the lake,
the boats, the people, and
whatever, when all of a sudden
this horrendous noise came out
over a loud speaker which we
saw perched in a tree, and
some singer proceeded to blast
us out of this world with "I knew
Jesus before he was a superstar."

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, August 1, 1973

Rev. Pete Carlisle

Revival Services
Will Be Held At
Spring Creek
Revival services will be held
at the Spring Creek Baptist
Church starting Sunday, August
5, and continuing through
Saturday, August 11.
Rev. Pete Carlisle, minister
of the Kirlxsey Baptist Church,
will be the speaker at the services each evening. Prayer
services will start at 7:30 p.m.
and worship services will open
at 7:45 p.m.
The evangelist, Rev. Carlisle,
has been pastor of the Kirksey
Church since April of 1972. A
native of Mansfield, La., he
iiiidnatitr from the MidContinent Bible College,
Mayfield,in 1960. He has served
pastorates at Trace Creek,
Mayfield, Providence on Kevil
Route Three, Pleasant Grove at
Princeton, Enon at Wingo, Oak
Grove at Arlington, and Second
at Clinton.
Dwight Brhin will be in
charge of the singing and Mrs.
Patty Winchester will be the
pianist. Rev. Stanley Letterman, pastor of Spring Creek
Church, invites the public to
attend.

Faith Baptist To
Hear Rev. Rhodes
The Faith Missionary Baptist
Church will hold revival services starting Monday, August
6, and continuing through
Sunday, August 12.
Rev. James Rhodes, pastor of
the Faith Baptist Church,
Mayfield, will be the speaker
for the services each evening at
7:30.
The church and the pastor,
Rev. Jonathan Kim/3ra invite
the public to attend. The church
is located off Highway 641 South
near Hazel.

WASHINGTON (AP) - A zens of America can be an- phong Harbor, three impeachmove to impeach President swered and their confidence in mpg resolutions were inNixon has been introduced in government restored," he said. traduced, They died without acThis was the fourth time tion.
the House because of the secret
Drinan's brief resolution
U.S. bombing in Cambodia, but since Nixon took office that imthe prospect of action on it ap- peachment moves have been "that Richard M. Nixon, Presifiled against him.
dent of the United States, is impears remote.
Drinan also said the House peached of high crimes and
The impeachment resolution
should consider what he called misdemeanors" drew an immeby Rep. Robert F. Drinan, I)"impeachable offenses" com- diate rebuke from Democratic
Mass., was greeted coolly by
mitted by the President in con- House leader Thomas P.
the Democratic leadership and
nection with the Watergate O'Neill Jr., also of Massachuthe chairman of the committee
scandal.
setts.
to which it was assigned said
But Drinan, a Roman CathoO'Neill said in an interview
no early action is planned.
lic priest and frequent critic of that he had tried to dissuade
Drinan himself told newsmen Nixon's war policies, said it Drinan from filing the resoluafter he filed the measure was not
Watergate that tion before either the Senate
Tuesday that he had decided prompted him to file the mess- Watergate committee or special
against a procedure to force ure so much as "the recent Watergate prosecutor Archibald
prompt consideration, believing revelation that President Nixon Cox finished their probes.
members should have to con- conducted a totally secret air
O'Neill said he was consider the idea.
war in Cambodia for 14 Months cerned that Drinan was "known
"A hearing on impeachment prior to April 30, 1970."
as a liberal anti-Nixon antagoby the House of RepresentaLast year, during the con- nist" and that "any early actives is the only possible way troversy over bombing in Cam- tion could dissipate any future
by which the questions of citi- bodia and the mining of Hai- action."

Rising Egg PricesTush Family
Food Bill Higher During July
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Soaring egg prices helped
push the family grocery bill
still higher during the last week
in July, an Associated Press
marketbasket survey shows.
The increases came on top of
sharp boosts that followed the
lifting of controls on food prices
earlier in the month.
The AP checked the prices of
15 food and non-food items in 13
cities on March 1 and has rechecked them at the beginning of
each succeeding month. A special check was made July 23,
several days after the announcement of Phase 4 and the
end of controls on all foods except beef.
The marketbasket survey
showed that between July 23
and July 31, the total grocery
bill was up in 12 of the 13 cities
checked. In all but one of those
cities, the total also increased
between July 1 and July 72.
Of the total number of items
checked, 17 per cent increased
in the last week of the month,
66 per cent were unchanged, 5
per cent were lower and 12 per
cent were unavailable on one of
the two check dates.
Eggs and pork chops led the
list of more expensive items,
reflecting higher prices at the
farm.
Eggs increased in price in 11
of the 13 cities during the last
week of July with the boosts
ranging as high as 33 per cent.
The cost of a dozen grade A,
medium white eggs had gone
up in eight cities between July
1 and July 23 and the new increases pushed the price up
even higher.
For example, the price of a

dozen eggs in Seattle went front June for hogs, potatoes, eggs .•
58 to 66 cents between July 1 and corn and the increases will
and July 23 an increase of 14 be reflected later at the supermarket since processors and
per cent Then the price
to 85 on July 31-another in- retailers are allowed, under
Phase 4, to pass on boosts in
crease of 29 per cent.
The story was similar with the cost of raw agricultural
NM.
pork chops. Center cut pork products.
Because beef - Lillis under
chops were up in 11 of 13 cities
checked between July 1 and a ceiling until Sept. 12, the
July 23. They rose again in 7 of prices of chopped chuck and
those 11 cities between July 23 all-beef hot dogs stayed steady.
The cities checked for the AP
and July 31 and increased in an
were: Albuquerque,
reeighth city where the price re'N.M.. Atlanta, Boston, Chicago,
mained stable earlier.
Dallas, Detroit, Los Angeles,
The meat manager of a sie•
ITII,
New York, PhilaLos
Angeles
perrnarket in
delphia. Providence, R.I.; Salt
where pork chops went from
Lake Cth. Utah, and Seattle.
$1.48 to $1.85 between July 1
The marketbasket bill went
and July 23-was selling them
up everywhere but Atlanta with
at $1.99 a pound on Tuesday.
increases ranging from a fracThe Agriculture Department tion of a per cent in New York
reported on Monday that farm- and Salt Lake City to 5 per cent
ers received record prices .n in Seattle.

HOUSE FIRE-Murray City fireman Butch McKLuney pours water *roughs smoke-Med front
door at the home of Tommy Todd, 104 Spruce, which caught fire Tuesday around nom. The home Is
owned by Taylor Perry. The cause of the blaze was not known.accordlag to firemen. The Whelps=
was completely destroyed, and one bedroom was badly damaged. The ceiling In the bathrome and
bedroom fell through, firemen said. There was also extensive smoke damage throughout the house,
and some water damage,
Staff Photo by David Hill

Committee Hears Proposals
Methodists Plan Workshop Here Of School Administrators

The Paris District of the
United Methodist Church will
have an adult curriculum
workshop on the new comprehensive study, "Our Living
Bible Series,'' at the First
United Methodist Church,
Murray,on Thursday, August 2,
at 7;30 p.m.
Rev. E.L. Crump, Jr., Rev.
Doss'e Wheatley, Rev. Gordon
Henderson, and Rev. Ora Peck
will be the leaders for the
workshop.
This new series covers every
book in the Bible, every major
idea, every major event, and
every major personality in a
three year period, officers said
The ministers said this series
expresses the meaning of God's

eternal word for life today in a
language easy to understand.

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP -lames Melton, an assistant recommendations of the NEFT
An interim legislative com- state superintendent of public study.
Another workshop is planned mittee has heard legislative instruction, said acceptance of
Two committee members for Tuesday, August 7, at 7:30 proposals of school adminis- the NEFT recommendations Karem and Rep. J. 0. "Oz"
trators and divided into sub- would mean Kentucky would Johnson, R-Louisville - took
(See Methodist, Page 14)
committees to study recom- spend an additional 875 million exception to statements made
Homecoming Planned At mended changes in financing on primary and secondary edu- by Hatfield in expressing his
Kentucky's public schools.
-cation in fiscal year 19/4-75 and group's opposition to profesThe subcommittees of the In,-'-another $120 million in 1975-76. sional negotiations for teachers.
Paris Landing Par*
terim Committee on Education— Melton stressed that neither _
Both said Hatfield's stateAnnouncement has been are to look into six aspects of
Education Department nor ments on the issue were inmade of the homecoming for all education finance, upon the the
citizens Committee on Edu-H flammatory. Karem also said
persons from the Land Between suggestion of Committee Chair- .the
cation had acted on the NEFT he noted that only one of the
WRONG TIME
the Lakes to be held at Paris man Sen. Lacey Smith, I)recommendations yet but would six major legislative proposals
The films for the Senior
Landing State Park on Sunday, Louisville.
do so soon.
made by the KASA had to do
Citizens of Murray and
August 5.
Most of those topics to be
Frank Hatfield, president of with helping pupils and the rest
Calloway County will be shown
James Homer Bailey and considered are contained in a
the Kentucky- Association of involved remuneration to memat the Calloway County Public
Robbie Pettit I,upa ere ht massive study by the National
Administrators i KASA 1, bers in some farm.
School
Library on Thursday at eleven
charge of the arrangmements. Education Finance Project toTd the coMrnittee- his group his comments on profesa.m. instead of two p.m. as
Box lunches will be served at
NEFP which was released also had not taken any. formal sional negotiations, Hatfield
announced
1:30 p.m.
recently
position on the NEFT recom- had referred to what he said
Separate panels were set up mendations yet.
';
were alternative bargaining
to study teacher benefits other
But he said the KASA did be- strategies considered by the
than salary: capital outlay and lieve that Kentucky's seven Michigan Education Associ
transportation: budget of state neighboring states should be abort Included among those
education department; school the benchmark in determining were strikes. "work to the
district organization I merg- what Kentucky spends on pri- rule.- guerrila warfare, "blue
ing); pupil cost unit a new mary and secondary education. flu,'• violence, sabotage and
method recommended for as-, He also said-the-KASA felt mass resignations._
.
tributing state mrney to local Kentuckians should spend the
The legislative proposals endistricts. on the basis of pro- same proportion of their per dorsed by KASA included full
grams rather than classroom capita income on education as funding of the 1972 law allowing
units and the University of is the national average.
teachers to retire after 30 years
Kentucky budget.
Those are two of the major service and of the state's "priIn reply to a question. Smith
or service obligation." It noted
said UK's was the only univerthe *tate is in arrears by more
Meet
To
DAR
sity budget to be studied be- District
than $65 million on its prior
cause it was so much larger
(See Committee, Page 14)
than other state universities. At Lake Barkley Park
He named Rep. David Karem,
The First District meeting of Mason Hospital Alumni
1)-Louisville. to head that subthe Daughters of the American
committee
Revolution will be held Friday. Plans Reunion Friday
Tickets For Douglass
August 10, at Barkley Lodge,
The William Mason Memorial
Lake Barkley State Park, near Hospital Alumni Association
Cadiz.
Event To Be Sold Here
will hold a reunion at the
Hostess chapters are Captain Kenlake Hotel on Friday,
The homecoming for the Wendell Duty of Murray and the August 3, starting at ten a.m.
Nursing classes were held at
Douglass community will be Paducah group.
Reservations should be made the Mason Hospital, located in
held on Saturday, August 11, at
six p.m. at the Holiday Inn in by August 5 with Mrs. Doris E. the present Convalescent
Nance, 1715 Farmer Avenue, Division of the MurrayMurray
Tickets for the special gala Murray, Ky. Overnight lodging Callloway County Hospital from
event will be sold Saturday, may be secured at Barkley 1922 until 1946. Alumni from
. NEW BRIDGFS-Tbe Calloway County Fiscal Court members view a newly installed bridge on the Ernest Bailey Road. The new
almost every class will be
August 4, at the Rutledge 'Lodge, phone 502-522-3261.
including
installed,
.type_of bridge was_ parehaeed from the army corps of engineers, and cost the county about $3,100„ completely
reprasetzted .at the reuilion on
Funeral
Home. The ticket sale
the piling. A comparable wooden bridge would have cost about $2,000, and would have lasted about three or four years, Recording to
.FREE MM.'S
Friday:
.
was postponed(iwiii J.* 03 due
-Dainty Rood Superintendent Ralph MeCniston. A romparabie concrete bridge would have cost about $15,000. The new bridge is
Kittens are free to persons for
per's Nis may
For
information
-tothe.
Idss.
_Pete
deaths
-of.
made of steel grid-like panels, with 12 panels in the bridge. The bridge is 60 feet king and MI feet Ode, and will support 40,000 -ForlifidilhatIon'esti -M- -call Mei'Bea Hughes or MI
Pamela
Rutledge
and
Miss
pounds. Although Ills aide enough for two cars to pass,signs still ware motorists of a narroo bridge.
OMS.
Lucille Ross.
Staff Photo by David Hill
Rutledge.
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KENTUCKY

THE LEDGER & TIMES

Your personal references do
Mr. James C. Williams,
help your case. I like to
not
Publisher
think of the hundreds of people
The Ledger & Times
enjoying landscaped homes
P.O. Box 32
today as a result of my efforts in
Murray, Kentucky 42071
land development. The fact that
I have property on Main Street
Dear Jim,
should not disqualify me from
The Lions Club expresses its raising questions about the
deep appreciation for the feasibility of this project.
significant contributions you
I agree that 12th Street, inhave made to the success of our cluding the approaches from
efforts.
Main Street should have had
The support of The Ledger & priority. You will, have to ask
Times has been of inestimable the Mayor why the priorities
value in many achievements
since our club was chartered in
1939.

PUBLISHING COMPUBLISHED BY THE LEDGER & TIMES 42071, Phone 753 1916.
PANY, Inc., 103 N 4th St., Murray, Kentucky
W P Williams, President (1941-1963)
James C. Williams, Editor and Publisher
Manager
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production
Letters to the Editor,
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising,
are not for the best inor Pubic Voice items which, in our opinion,
terest of our readers.
1509 Madison Ave.,
National Representatives: Wallace Witmer'CO., Stephenson Bldg.,
Memphis, Tn Time & Life Bldg.. New York, N.Y
flotrni AA•rh
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray - $.35 per week, $1.52 per
montk .Lia.zo per year. By inaal in Calloway olnd IdlOirlifIg counties.
57 50 per year other destinerons, $18 00 per year All mail sub.
crriptions plus 5 percent state tax
tor transmission
Entered daily at the Post Office. Murray, Kenh...cky,
as Second Class mailer
The Outstandinpp Civic Asset of a Community
is the integrity of its Newspaper

WEDNESDAY-AUGUST

1,

1973

Sincerely,
MURRAY LIONS CLUB

DOUBLE Barrelled ACTION
CLINT
EASTWOOD
JOE KIDD

James Harmon
President
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SMILE, CORONA
Chieftones Group To Return To State Fair
Mrs. A.O. Woods is attending the District
The first successful photoyear
This
ons.
exciting
attracti
Directors School of the . Methodist Church at
Billy Thunderkloud and the will be just as promising as they graph of the sun's corona was
,J-,inaluska. North Carolina.
nes will return to this
Chiefto
sing and play, FREE,each day taken during a total eclipse in
of a
; 'Mr. and Mrs. Anton Herndon are the parents
year's Kentucky State Fair, at 3:30 and 7:30 P.M.
1851. - CNS
y
August 16-22.
baby boy. Danny Joe. born July 25 at the Murra
Hospital.
The members of this quartet
Miss Janie Belle Bloomingburg and William Ray from Canada are all Indian, and
their repertoire, containing
Mofield were married July 24 at the Murray Church
Open
any kind of music you
almost
ive
of Christ
ve,
extensi
so
is
,
can imagine
7:30
IN
tiy
itte‘&
,C
they can play for 34 hours
without a repetition.
Their appearance at the
Kentucky Fair in 1971 was
acclaimed as one of the most
'.ow then,0 God of Israel, let thy word be verified,
-,v.hich thou hast spoken unto.thy servant David.-II
!Chronicles 6:17.
How good it is when our words are such that we
:can ask God to verify them.

Lucky Spiro?

20 Years Ago Today

r°R

Beggars are banned
by Nairobi regime

City authorities in Nairobi,
Kenya, have banned begging,
which has become an increasingly common occupation.
and have also made it an of.
fense to give money to beggars.

by Carl Riblet Jr..
'• •
Science has explained that the reason bread in- variably falls with the butter side down is because
- itle--=IIke A &ADThe.buttered side_i.sithe..heaities
T—Some beggars were so suehead..
on-his
7 falling
-cessful, it was reported, that
they were being driven by car
"Oh, what a rare head if only .it
into Nairobi each day, and
had brains."
some had small farms near
the city - CNS
-Aesop's Fables

Dear Editor:
Thank you for your courtesy
in publishing as well as replying
to my letter on the Main Street
four-tanning.
I do not wish to belabor the
questions raised, but their
seriousness justify the extra
effort. They may or may not be
academic. We shall see.
The following points expressed in your editorial are
true:
1. All costs are increasing.
( We must weigh the anticipated
benefits against these).
2. Most development involves
removal of vegetation and
occasionally some trees. ( We
--11111 mature
are trims-seer
-.trees).
-afiir loading zone can be
(
acquired for Middle School
_patrons. (By the loss of more
sChool ground and at a cost of
thousands of dollars).
4. Traffic controls can be
installed. (Slowing main Street
traffic instead of speeding it

Nightm
turns
drear
By FRANK MAO
Copley News Se

Tonight R I Coming Soon!
k
"40 Carats"
'
C.C. & CC° I so "Baby Love'
.,
*
Roll"
"Let the Good Times
"Soldier Blue"a,
"Camelot" *
Showtimes: 2:30-5:00-7:30-10:00
Ends

*

CINEMA 1

The
1 excitement qf
fLostHorizon
grips you
from beginning
Ito end!
THURSDAY

ELIZABETH HARTMAN
ROSEMARY MURPHY

JCIE ON BAKER

The adventure *
of'Lost Horizon'
is as spellbinding
as it is unique.'
The stars
of'Last Horizon'
give the-spectacular
performances

of their careers.'
The beauty
of'Lost Horizon
is the wonder of
faraway
Shangri-la!

4.

The romanre
of'Lost. Horizon'
is touched
with a magic
all its own!
The music
of'Lost Horizon'
will make ydur
heart sing!

Columbia Pictures pftscms

*
*

1

ROSS HUNTER'S
Musocal Production of

%pistil
Music bv

BURT BAC H AR AC H

*

L Tyra< b bv HAL DAVID

,
,,ONESage.:'.*
FliburoluvULLIWOlisoaktLERIDA 'GEORGE NROYACISilOK AIM ISSN ElnfOR IllES SIlall
-",t AmmoI 1111.4701 Z.4:17: kV NOOKS['"...= itiliSiiirig iiiicusilaxgais 'UN mow
.J0114RUUD %.,'
'.7No MIMI ,-,,,,,-, • [ g-- G 211,11tt.11•11.0,1,

*
*

NO PREVUES WILL BE SHOWN DURING THE ENGAGEMENT OF
LOST HORIZON! -the Management
•

CINEMA 2
Buford
'The Bull'
made
them
char
for
every
sin'

For the Ortiz fami
rovia, Calif., the t
has ended. It has.
placed by a belief
people are good if
give them a chanct
it.
The Ortiz horn,
down recently. The
sumed everything tl
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The question I raised still
remains-la the anticipated
result oT pkiatilbTy opting approximately one minute of
driving time worth the
tremendous cost involved!
Bear in mind also that eastbound traffic to Highway 94 and
the lakes will lose time by
having to circumvent the entire
downtown area.
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Isn't It The Truth!

WASHINGTON I Al
ident Nixon may ha
mined his own lega
against releasing WI
tapes to investigators
counsel of the Sena
gate committee said
By allowing H. R.
to listen to one of
after he had become
citizen, Nixon may h.
aged his claim that
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Dash said Monday.
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ment, President Nix(
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were switched.
It is true that no opposition
at the first
appeared
preliminary hearing on September 18, 1969. At that time,
there was insufficient planning
or design available for anyone
to know much about it. Had the
proposal included a practical
plan for proceeding east on to
Highway 94 as we were told it
would, it would not have met the
opposition it has.
Sincerely,
A. H. Kopperud

Best wishes for your future
endeavors
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of "efficiency." The
mail -is slow enough.lready. -Rock Hill (S.C.)
Herald.
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Nixon May Have Undermined Stand By Releasing Tape
WASHINGTON AP) -- President Nixon may have undermined his own legal position
against releasing White House
tapes to investigators, the chief
counsel of the Senate Watergate committee said.
By allowing H. R. Haldeman
to listen to one of the tapes
after he had become a private
citizen, Nixon may have damaged his claim that the tapes
- are confidential presidential-papers, chief counsel Samuel
Dash said Monday.
Haldeman told the committee
Monday that President Nixon
asked him in July to listen to
one of the tapes and report to
him its contents. Haldeman had
resigned as Nixon's chief of
staff in April.
Haldeman checked the tape
out from the Secret Service,
took it home and listened to it
alone, he said. He took notes
and reported to Nixon on what
he heard, the former White
House aide testified.
Despite Haldernan's statement, President Nixon remains
steadfastly opposed to providing the tapes to the committee
and to special Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox, a White

The President last talked
House spokesman said.
Deputy Press Secretary Ger- directly to Haldeman in June,
ald I.. Warren said Nixon will said Warren, refusing to dicontinue to resist subpoenas for vulge what was discussed.
Warren said J. Fred Buzthe tapes from Cox and the
hardt, special presidential
committee

4.
4.
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* FREE DELIVERY •

P.M.
Sale Starts Thursday, 9:00 A.M.. . . Open Thurs., Fri., & Sat. Nights 'til 9:00

P TO 50%
SAVE U
During Our
AUGUST SALE
Many Items At GIVE-AWAY PRICES Many Items Not Listed
-

7-.1e

-- -

•

PICTURES-LAMPS
ACCESSORIES

SAMSONITE
5-Pc.

SAMSONITE
All Metal

Folding Chairs
395

Bridge Set
Reg.
$54.80

NOW

Large Selection

Q95
2,

1/2 Price

Cash and Carry

DINING ROOM
1 American of Martinsville
oak glass door chino, oval
table, 2 arm chairs, 4 side
choirs.
Reg. $999.95 . Now $799.95
1 Bp.Spanish dark oak glass
door china oval table, 1 arm
choir, 5 side choirs.
Rog. $699.95 ..Now $449.95
1 8 Pc Bassett pecan Spanish
style glass door china, oval
table, 1 arm choir, 5 side
choirs.
Rog. $699.95 . .Now $499.95
8 Pc. Bernhardt modern pecan
oval table,6 choirs, glass door
china with light.
Reg. $799.95 ..Now $599.95
8 Pc. solid oak Spanish trestle
table large glass door china,
2 Wm chairs, 4 side choirs.
Reg.;1,499.95 Now $1,099.95
Antique pine trestle table, 6
high bock chairs.
Reg. $499.95 . .Now $299.95
Antique pine 48-inch round
table, 6 heavy, moles_ chairs,
3 door buffet.
Reg. $1,020.00 Now 099.95
Stanley pecan oriental type
rectangular table glass door
china with light, 2 spindle
bock arm chairs, 4 side
chairs.
Reg": $1,219.00 Now $899.95

4 Pc. solid cherry triple dresser,
large mirror, chest on chest,
bed with footboard, night
stand.
Reg. $719.95 Salo $549.95
3 Pc. solid maple double dresser, mirror, chest, spindle bed
Reg. $399.95 Sale $299.95
4 Pc. Bassett large triple dresser with two gold frame mirrors, armoire type chest, headboard and night stand.
Reg. $1,199.95 Sol* $299.95
3 Pc. pecan triple dresser with
door-chest, and queen size
headboard.
Reg. $699.95 Sale $399.95
4 Pc. Thomasville pecan triple
dresser, with twin mirrors,
armoire chest, headboard and
nite stand.
Reg.$1,524.00 Salo $1,199.95
3 Pc. American of Martinsville oak triple dresser with
twin mirrors, door-chest, headboard.
Reg. $799.95 Sale $599.95
3 Pc. Bassett oak triple dresser with mirror, chest, queen
or reg. size headboard.
Reg. $399.95 Sale $299.95
4 Pc. Antique Pine double
dresser with mirror, chest on
chest, headboard and night
stand.
Reg. 009.95 Sale $549.95
2 Pc. oak -triple dresser with
mirror panel bed with footboard.
Rig. $279.95 Sale $149.95

1 Tuxedo style queen size olive
plaid Herculon.
Reg. $399.95. .New $299.95
1 Loose pillow bock queen
size brown & gold stripe Herculon
Reg. $449.95 ..Now $349.95
1 Brown Vinyl wing bock
queen size
Reg. $399.95 . Now $299.95
1 Super queen size loose pillow bock printed olive &
white velvet with contrasting
welt.
Reg. $599.95 . .Now $399.95
1 Queen -Size Early American block and olive plaid.
Reg. $549.95 . .Now $399.95
1 Brown & Gold Floral wing
back queen size.
Rog. $399.95 . .Now $299.95
6 Love seat size wing bock
loose pillow, your choice of
stripe, floral, Of plaid.
Reg. $299.95. Now $199.95
1 Two cus4icia-straight arm
block vinyl.
Reg. $269.95 ..Now $129.95
1 Red nylon floral Lawson
Arm Queen Size.
Reg. $399.95 ..Now $269.95
1 Gold Velvet Queen Size
Loose pillow back.
Reg. $499.95 . .Now $399.95

Critics of Americana these
days often ask rhetorically
what in the world are our
teen-agers coming to. Sometimes it's tough to find an answer in defense of the kid gen1Kroehler Straight line loose
eration. Happily, this is not
pillow bock Herculon tweed,
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-1t6g.
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year-old Boy Scouts who
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gold Herculon.
Rog. $399.95 Sale 1/2 Price
the candle of life burning in
Regular Size
Reg. $449.95 . . . . 1/2 Price
$14915
Mark's 3-year-old sister,
Sale
1 Kroehler loose pillow bock,
$179.95
Reg.
1 Blue & red floral Early
Denise.
brown stripe Herculon with
Queen Size
by
Kroehler.
American
The child fell into a fivepillows. _.
arm
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.1/2
Price
.
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foot-deep pool in the backyard
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1 Four - Cushion loose pillow
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Calif., home.
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Jamison Supreme,
Reg. $299.95 . .1/2 Price
The.bogs were diiiIngin the
velvet.
Medium Firm
1 Red & gold stripe velvet
pool when Robbie noticed
Reg. $399.95 Sale 1/2 Price
Size
Regular
something on the bottom.
super queen size loose pillow
Rog. $159.95 Sale $119.95
1 Tuxedo sofa, three cushion,
"It looked like one of my
bock.
Size
Queen
pillow bock, bronze &
loose
.Now
sister's dolls," Robbie recalls.
$399.95
Rog. $599.95.
$199.95 Sale $159.95
Reg.
velvet.
gold
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Rog. $399.95 Sale 1/2 Price
bigger than a doll and thought
culon queen-size early Ameri$299.95 Sale $229.95
Rog.
1 English tuxedo, wood base
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. .Now $399.95
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Reg.
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Size Quilted Brown & Rust
Rog. $699.95 Solo 1/2 Price
giving her mouth-to-mouth
4 Pc. Pecan triple dresser,
Floral.
resuscitation."
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_
Reg. $499.95 . Now $299.95
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aware of the Watergate cover
up. However, Haldeman said
the tape failed to support
Dean's conclusion
In a related development,
Sen. Adlai E. Stevenson III, I)-

SEMI-ANNUAL STOREWIDE SALE

By FRANR MACOMBER
Copley News Service

+ +

self, Nixon and John W. Dean
III, then White House counsel,
art Sept. 15, 1972.
According to Dean's testimony to the committee, Nixon
hidicated then that he was

* EASY TERMS

Nightmare
turns into
dream
For the Ortiz family of Monrovia, Calif., the nightmare
has ended. It has-bawl
placed by a belief that
people are good if you jitat
give them a chance to prove
it,
The Ortiz home burned- down recently. The fire consumed everything the Manuel
°razes owned, except their
car and the clothes they wore
at the time of the blaze. And
the children were wearing
only bathing suits.
That's when the nightmare
started. The belief in people
gradually dawned on the Ortiz
family as neighbors, friends,
even strangers began to contribute clothes and other articles to the faluiler. It was a .big
order, for the .Ortiz children
are seven strong and range in
age from 1 to 12.
Those who did more than
wish the Ortiz family well
scouted around and located a
large, three-bedroom - house
which rents for only $60 a
.nonth. Volunteers cleaned up
the old place so the family
could move in.
Mrs. Ortiz says the family
crisis somehow has been
transformed into a pleasant
dream.
"I can't believe how many
people have contributed to
help us," she says. "I didn't
think I could accept this tragedy until all of a sudden we
had a new home, thanks to so
many concerned people."
Perhaps the best thing that
happened to the Ortiz family
was what they learned about
other folks. In time the Ortizes may forget about the
blaze which left their home in
ashes. They are not likely to
forget what people did to help
_them turn a nightmare
a..ound into a new start

counsel, and Stephen B. Bull, a
presidential assistant, also have
listened to tapes.
The tape Haldeman said be
listened to after leaving office
was of a meeting between him-

WEDNESDAY-AUGUST 1, 373
ments might be kept away;
Ill., charged that Nixon was obfrom the special prosecutor on
structing justice and covering
the grounds of executive priviup the cover-up by refusing to
lege or some other privilege."
turn tapes and White House
But Cox, Richardson said,
documents over to Cox.
has "explicit authority to chalL.
Richard.,Atty. Gen. Elliot
lenge such privilege in court
son later issued a statement
should he see fit," a move Cox
saying from the outset "it was
already has taken.
made clear that some docu-
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SOFA SLEEPERS

I

$

ot..7 mi.

SOFAS

•• ,
1 Brown ,Fun-Fur fabric 100"
tuxedo slightly damaged.
Reg. $499.95 Sale 1/2 Price
1 Kroehler copper tweed vectra with arm pillows.
Rog. $369.95 Salo 1/2 Price
1 Fairfield crushed red velvet,
Spanish with bitlik finial-C.Rog. $399.95 . .Sale $249.15
Two - piece Kroehler Early
American Herculon cover,
green or gold.
Rog. $499.95 . .Solo $299.95
1 Early American Sofa burntorange nylon floral with wood

1 - Sealy green', gold, white
stripe Merculon.
Reg. $159.95 . . . .112 Price
2 Fairfield multi color stripe
white overlay.
Reg. $139.95 Ea. 1/2 Price
2 Blue and gold floral linen
basket weave Fairfield.
Rog. $149.95 Ea. 1/2 Price
2 Gold, green, white plaid
fireside wing chairs.
Rog. $219.95 Ea. 1/2 Price
2 White and avocado Spanish
tall back choirs.
Rog. $149.95 Ea. 1/2 Price

Reg. $399.95 . .Sale $249.95
1 98" Coral four cushion loose
bock Fairfield.
Reg. $499.95 Sale 1/2 Price
1 Spanish Fairfield wood arm,
black and gold cut velvet.
Reg. $399.95 . .Sole $249.95
I Early American wing back
in block vinyl. .
Reg. $349.95 . .Sale $229.95
1 Blue Velvet curved sofa,
loose pillow bock.
Rog. $699.95 . .506$499.95

1 Old gold multi stripe Fairfield chair.
Rog. $169.95 . . . .1/2 Price
I Sealy green stripe cut velvet chair.
Rog. $169.95 . . .1/2 Price
1 Gold round bock Fairfield
chair.
Reg. $139.95 . . .1/2 Price
1 Blue Antique velvet cane
bock French arm choir.
Rog. $250.00 . . . .1/2 Price
Lazy Boy Recliner, one group.
Values to $232.00-4159.95.
Others At $179.95

1 Olive & White cut velvet
with contrast welt, loose pillow back.
Reg. $399.95 . .5ale $269.95
1 Spanish Olive green loose
pillow bock with brass tr,im.
Reg. $399.95. .Sale $249.95.
1 Fairfield loose seat & bock
cushions olive & gold stripe.
Reg. $299.95 .Sale $199.95
1 Fairfield Love Seat Beige on
beige stripe loose pillow back
nylon cover
Reg. $299.95 . .Sale $199.95
1 Fairfield olive.,& white cut
velvet attached bock.
Reg. $399.95 ..Sals $249.95
1 Curved bock deep tufted
beige & olive floral.
Reg. $399.95 . .Sale $249.95
1 Blue & white cut velvet
attached bock by Fairfield.
$249.95
Rog. $399.95 .
1 La -Z-Boy Rocker Settee Brown
nylon floral.
Reg. $460.00 . .Sale $299.95

I

CHAIRS

Blue streio velvet Queen
Anne wing slightly damaged.
Reg. $169.95 . . . .1/2 Price
2 Coral .and shrimp button
bock Fairfield chairs.
Rog. $149.95 Ea. 1/2 Prke
1 Copper velvet tub chair contemporary.
Rog. $199.95 . . . .1/2 Price
1 Gold velvet contemporary
pillow bock lounge choir,
Reg. $229.95 . . . .1/2 Price
1 Red velvet shaped tall back
Fairfield chair.
Rog. $169.95 . . . .1/2 Price
1 Sealy gold boucle lounge
choir.
Rog. $139.95 . . . .1/2 Price
1 Fairfield avocado stripe
velvet.
Rog. $139.95 . . .1/2 Price
1 Yellow floral button bock.
Rog, $139.95 . . . .1/2 Price
1 Hekman.
Reg. $250.00 . . . .1/2 Price
2 Italian cane bock olive velvet seat.
Rog. $109:95-.- :-. .1/2 Priori
1 Red and gold stripe velvet
lounge chair.
Reg. $139.95 . . . .1/2 Price

2 Pecan toll bock red and gold
stripe Spanish.
Rog. $149.95 Ea. 1/2 Prke
2 Yellow floral quilted chintz
toll wing.
Rog. $199.95 Ea. 1/2 Price
1 Red velvet tufted bock Fairfield
Reg. $139.95 . . .1/2 Price
,rench Bachti,_,Anlite,
se
tiqeu
010Arnch
2
Wwson arm gold and
9.renr HerculOn
312--pear...._19111!__M9L. . --.11712-1M5Fcgs
g
•

MISCELLANEOUS

6;
3 Pc. set pecan tables-.2 e-nc1-7
tables, 1 cocktail.
•-Reg. $179.95 . . .1/2 Price
1 Web Gold Curio.
Reg. $349.95 . . . .1/2 Price
1 Pecan toll bookcase Spanish
design.
Rog. $89.95 . . . .1/2 Price
1 French Provincial fruitwaod
display case, 2 drawer, glass
doors.
Rog.-$199.95 . . . .1/2 Price
1 Solid cherry Bombe chest.
Reg. $250.00 . . . .1/2 Price
1 Oblisk design gold frame
curio.
Rog. $299.95 . . . .1/2 Price
1 Blue accent dropleof living
room table.
Reg. $159.95 . .. .1/2 pike
2 Slate top end tables Spanish
oak.
Rog. $139.95 . . . .1/2 Price
1 Antique pine gun case 10 gun
2 drawer, 2 glass doors.
Reg. $219.95 . . . .1/2 Price _
2 Thornasv ille end tables pecan
1 drawer.
Rog. $259.95 . . . .1/2 Price
1 Stanley antique white olive
striped secretary.
Reg. $429.95 . . . .1/2 Price
1 Gold pier mirror and low
table.
. .1/2 Price
Rog. -$69.95
1 Pecan octagonal lamp table
Reg. $99.95 . . . .1/2 Price
3 Pc. set pecan tables, 2-1
drawer end tables, 1 cocktail
table.
Rog. $209.95 .. . .1/2 Price
1 Pecan . and -gloss lighted
curia.
Reg. $149.95 . . . .1/2 Price
1 3 Pc. set pecan and burl trim
tables, 22 door end tables and
1 cocktail table.
Reg. $360.00 . . . .1/2 Price
6 Maple bar stools.
1/2 Price
Reg. $22.50 1 Pewter finish and block
leather folding valet rock, Import.
Rog. $145.00 . . . .112 Price
1 3 Pc contemporary set ot
tables walnut and cane, 2-2
door end tables, 1 '''ocktoil
table.
Reg. $249.95 . . . .1PI-Price
6 Cosco swivel bor stools vinyl
covered
1/2 Price
Reg. $29.95
1 Swivel Maple bar stool
1/2 Price
Reg. $39.95
3 Pc set pecan tables, 2 door
end tables, I cocktail table.

1
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A Big Time Sports Star Today But
Who Knows What Tomorrow Will Hold

By TOM SALADINO
scored, 52 base hits, 8 home
By The Associated Press
Associated Press Sports Writer runs. 2 triples and 10 doubles.
1973 Home Runs
27
ATLANTA (AP)- It wasn't
In addition to Morgan's three Most Recent Home RunJuly 31
what you would call an artistic circuits, giving him 15 for the 1973 Games Remaining
52
success, but for the Cincinnati season, Cincinnati also got a Babe Ruth's Career Record714
EDITOR'S NOTE-A big always believed that sports is a
Reds and Joe Morgan in par- three-run homer from Bill Aaron's Career Home Runs701
season, described the injury myself to sleep thinking I
time sports star one day and a means to an end," says George for the feelings he had."
ticular, it was a highly success- Plummer and a solo shot by Aaron's Magic Number
Although Duren said his prob- which forced him to the bench would never play football
13 novice businessman the next: Mikan, who starred in basketful eveningBobby Tolan in the nightcap
lems with his family, his in- as "the lever I needed to make again. I think that's when
Aaron hit his 701st homer, a that is the jolt that every
I bepro- ball for the Minneapolis LaMorgan. the Reds' All-Star and a two-run blast from Tony bases-empty, one-out shot over
fessional athlete must face kers. -When you retire and security and a drinking prob- the decision to retire."
gan to realize that when you
second baseman, riddled the Perez in the opener.
lem
were
present
the left-center field fence in the when he reaches what for
while
he was
The trade and the possioth- you're still in your 30s, why,
Atlanta Braves pitching staff
Darrell Evans stroked his ninth inning of Atlanta's 94 ers is the
playing, the process of getting bilities that exist in athletics of were through with football,
prime of life. In this you've gat to keep on living."
you'd be through."
for seven hits, including three 30th for the Braves in the night- loss to Cincinnati, the first
first of a two-part series on athTo the average professional out of baseball and having to constant moving are, according
The problem of education is
two-run homers, the last one cap while Aaron and losing game of Tuesday's twi-night
adjust
to
a
normal life speeded to Marvin Miller, executive diletes in retirement, The Associ- athlete, retirement is a matter
one
area in which many footcapping a five-run uprising in pitcher Carl Morton each had doubleheader, then pinch hit in
ated Press takes a look at play- of finding himself born again in up the process which would put rector of the Major League
the nightcap for a 13-11 Reds one in the first game.
him in a Texas hospital four Baseball Players Association, ball and basketball players bethe second game and hit a sac- er attitudes toward the prob- a world unbound
ed by end
lieve they have an advantage
victory after Cincinnati had
Pete Rose, the NL's top hit- rifice fly-just a few feet shy of lem.
zonet or a short left field wall. months after retirement be- reasons why ballplayers find over baseball, in which players
taken the opener Tuesday 9-5.
ter, also had a good night, the center field fence-in the
By ANDY LIPPMAN .. It is being forced by age-an cause of alcoholism.
difficulties in setting up jobs enter the professional
Morgan's heroics over- stroking six hits and scoring fourth inning of the Braves'
level at a
"Baseball was part of my during the off-season.
13- Associated Press Sports Writer age which is considered young
shadowed Braves' slugger five times in the twin bill
much earlier age.
11 loss to the Reds.
identity
-my link with respectNEW YORK ( AP) - "I've to non-athletes-into a world in
But for the business-oriented
Hank Aaron's 701st ,.•creer
"Because he has a college
which the average person has ability," said Duren, now an al- athlete, the chances to establish education," said Frank Fuller,
home run, which was a solo
coholic
rehabili
tation
counselo
r an off-season occupation were formerly of the
already lived for many years.
shot in the ninth inning of the
Los Angeles
For most professional athlet-- at the Stoughton Community taken early. Arnett worked as a Rams, "the professional footopener. his 28th of the year.
Hospital
in
Wisconsi
n.
"When
stockbro
I
ker
during
es,
his
off-searetireme
nt means leaving
"That was the best doubleball player is exposed to a lot
behind something they have left, the only thing I had left to sons, while Mikan, one of pro of things. More so than the
header I have ever had," said
pursue
was
anesthetizing my basketball's all-time great playbeen doing since they were
a happy Morgan, who raised
baseball player, who jumps
ers with the Lakers, studied for from high school
children--playing ball. There brain with alcohol."
his average 11 points with a 7
into the maOther
athletes
professed the his law degree and set up a airs.
are only so many coaching jobs
for 10 evening and seven runs
and only so many scouting posi- pre-retirement years were full practice.
batted in. He also scored four
"It gave me a chance to see
tions. When they retire, most of doubts brought on by injury
runs, stole two bases and had a
and a failure to achieve their the real world while I was still
athletes
must
make
the
someThe Kentucky Junior Closed
pair of doubles as he jumped to
Among participants will be all aeverly Ramser, Louisville,
a player," said Arnett. "A lot
Tennis Championships will be four champions of last year in defending 12 and under times brutal transition into former starting roles.
.299.
"In the eighth or ninth year, of players weren't prepared for
dealing with an ordinary world.
"Before the games I felt like conducted on the Murray State the boys' singles divisions - champion.
you never know whether you're the fact they weren't going to
I was trying to guide the ball. University courts Aug. 6-11.
"I always thought of baseball
Doubles championships in
Gary Plock, Louisville, 18 and
CAMP PERRY, Ohio - The
going
to be started or whether make 140,000 after they reSo I toted myself to forget it
More than 200 Kentucky under Dan Lucas, Georgetown, each division will also be as something different from go- you're going
National Rifle Association of
to
be
traded,"
tired."
said
and swing hard," Morgan ex- players in the 10-18 year old age 16 and under; Mel Purcell, conducted. All matches shall be -Mg to work every day," says
America announces that
former Los Angeles Rams runThis fear of falling income is
plained.
'
Bobby Thomson, who in 1951 hit
groups will play in the tour- Murray, 14 and under: and Alex the best two of three sets.
Margare
t Baker and Bill Schning back Jon Arnett. "Pro a real one. Sharockman said
Morgan admitted he was just nament sponsored by the Boone, Lexington, 12 and under.
Players will be housed in the home run that won the Na- football
weitzer of Murray State
doesn't
give
you
a
that even in his first year out University will compete
trying to get a single in the Kentucky
Murray State dormitories, tional League pennant for the
State Tennis
in the
great deal of security."
Among the favorites in girls
of football, his speaking en- 1973 National
ninth inning of the nightcap Association Entries for the
across the street form the 16 New York Giants. "When you
Smalibore Rifle
Ed Sharockrnan, a former gagements dropped from
with Pete Rose on second and tournament will close Thursday divisions will be Coleen Jones, hard-surface courts, during the start out as a youngster to do
about Prone (.22 caliber) Chamcornerback for the Minnesota 20 to one.
Louisville, 18 and under singles;
the score tied at 11-11.
tournament. Sii-ether hard- something you love, it doesn't Vikings,
at 6 p m
pionships to be held August 4-&,.
Betsy
who
retired
Jones,
after
Louisvill
last
e. and surface courts
"I was just trying for a base
For the athlete, the money The National Champio
in Murray will be seem like work.
First round of the cham- Terri Wheeler, Lexingto
nships
n, 16
also stops coming because he are conduct
A single was called for and pionships
"The thought of retirement n
ed by the NRA staff
will-begin at.9 a.m., and under: Laura Montgomery, used as necessary.
no longer has the exposure and voluntee
1 was trying to hiL the ball up CST.
Victor Williams, Louisville, is scared me to death," Thoth-soh Horse
Monday.
r assistance from
Louisville, _14 and undein. mid
needed to advertise himself.
-- the middle."
continued. It scared me' to
tournament dieesttir..,....
the one million plus mem"In sports there is a tendency bership.
It did just that, except it kept
think I'd have to get up out ofs.,..
to fall into the false illusion
going and went over the center
bed every morning and go to
In the National Charak,
field fence, 402 feet away from
work."
The Caldwell County 4-H that people are going to give pionships there will be over KC- _
home plate and gave the Reds
"Retirement was a barrier I Council will have its fourteenth you something for nothing," Ar- Individual and team
events,
a sweep and got them within
was afraid to think about," annual horse show on Friday nett said.
which fall into three main
Vs games of the West Division
says former New York Yankee and Saturday. August 10 and II,
"I Call--IdirrYOU whar-17
tegories, Smallbore Rifle,
Los Angeles Dodgers, who lost
relief pitcher Ryne Duren, who at the Caldwell County Farm learned that. It was my soph- High Power Rifle and Pistol.
to Houston
claims his ego was so busy Bureau Fair Grounds at omore season at the University This year's matches
are ex"I figured we had a lock on
searching for the big headline Princeton.
of Southern California. Before pected to draw more than 2,000
the game going into the nihth
that his ability to think critiShow time each evening will that, my life had been one competitors.
By BRUCE LOWITT
inning," said Braves Manager
the shot was that it came in the Lopes
cally about the future never be at 7:30. Ribbons and prizes switch from football to basketThe NRA also conducts a
never
saw
the
stop
sign.
Associat
ed Press Sports Writer bottom of the ninth inning, with
Eddie Mathews.-It was really
was able to function.
will be awarded in the fifteen ball to baseball. I had been course for junior shooters and
And as Russell was scrambling
"We're not used to big the Braves already
a long night, especially when
"Baseba
unrealis
an
ll
is
tic classes on Friday and the doing so well for the first few those desiring to become
out of the back to third from the home
rifle
leads," said Lou Brock. "We're first game. It
you lose."
world in many ways," adds Du- sixteen classes on Saturday:- Limos of the football season marksmanship instruct
added just one plate side, Lopes barreled in
ors as
usually
scrapping for one or more run in the 9-5 loss.
'The doubleheader took 6
"There'
emphasi
ren.
lot
s
a
s
of
For
more
information per- that they were talking about well as an NRA Police In"It from second.
hours, 18 minutes of actual two runs late in the game."
just seems to be that way,"
Doug Rader ran over with on the man whose system is the sons may contact Carroll G. my making All-American. Then structor School. Dates for the
The St. Louis Cardinals didn't said Aaron, noting that many
playing time to complete, in adpursuit of the ego. And it's aw- Dorroh at Route One. Prtn= I strained my knee.
of
National Championships are
dition to a pair of rain delays have to do any scrapping late his hornet's have come in losing the ball. "I touched them both fully hard to get that ego's at- ceton, or the Extensi
"And all of a sudden, I Pistol and Revolver, July 29 on Office at
just
make
to
them
sure
one
of
totalling 32 minutes in the sec- in Tuesday night's game causes.
tention
you're
when
riding
high.
Princeton. Don-oh said usually wasn't seeing my name in the August 3; Sznallbo
was out," he grinned.
re Prone.
against Montreal-but they did,
ond contest.
"That's why for a while after several exhibitors from this newspapers any more
Aaron barely missed No. 702
and the August 4-8; Smallbore Position,
In all, there were 38 runs anyway. With a five-run lead in in the 13-11 second-game loss.
Pirates 4, Meta I
I left baseball, I hated that area are entered in the horse coaches weren't coddling me.
I August 9-10; High Power,
the ninth inning, Brock beat out
The Pirates, with their 10th man on the mound. I hated him show.
Cubs 4-5, Phil' 3-6
can remember nearly crying August 13-21.
an infield single.. and promptly
Ken Brett, the pitcher with victory in the last 13 games,
stole second base.. and third the .236 batting
average, knew moved within four games of the
base, too.
that 4-3 wasn't going to be Cardinals and just two back of
It paid off as Brock scored on enough.
the Cubs, beating the Meta 4-1
Murray's Newest and Urgest
Sy THE ASSOCIATED PRESS an infield error, offsettin
g a
"I was making mistakes, bad on the strength of a combined
National League
meaning
less
Montrea
l run in pitches," he said, "and I fig- four-hitter by Dock Ellis and
East
Home Patient Care Supplier
W. L. Pct. 0.8, the ninth and enabling the
ured two runs would get me Ramon Hernandez and Richie
St Louis
56 48 .538 Cards
to
post
a
10-5
victory
Vales
timely
hitting.
over the hump."
Chicago
55 51
519 2
over the Expos.
Pittsburgh
51 51 500 4
Giants 5, Padres 1
So he drilled a two-run single
Montreal
50 53 .485
In the rest of the National that gave him just
Juan Marichal's ninth victory
the cushion
Philadelphia
49 57 462 8
League, the Cincinnati Reds he needed for
of the year, a 5-0 eight-hitter,
New York
44 37 434 10.2
a 6-5 victory.
swept a doubleheader from AtWest
The Cubs won the opener 4-3 was also the Z36th of his caLos Angeles
HOSPITAL and INVALID
66 AO 623 lanta 9-5 and 13-11, Philadelphia as Randy
Cincinnati
Hunciley and Don reer, once again tying him with
63 44 589 .31.4
rebounded from a fu-st-game 4- Kessinger hit run-scor
San
Francisco 60 46 566 6
the
Cards'
Bob
Gibson
for the
SALES and RENTAL
ing douHouston
55 53 509 12
3 loss to Chicago to beat the bles in a three-ru
n third inning most victories among active
Atlanta
48 62 .436 20
Cubs
6-5
in the nightcap, Hous- and Billy Williams knocked
San Diego
35 70 333 30/
1
2
in pitchers.
Tuesday's Games
ton edged Los Angeles 3-2, two runs with
a single and a
Chicago 4-5, Philadelphia 36
Pittsburgh downed New York 4- sacrifice fly.
American League scores:
Cincinnati 9 13, Atlanta 5 11
1 and San Francisco whipped
St Louis 10, Montreal 5
New York 5, Boston 4, BaltiAstros 3, Dodgers 2
Pittsburgh 4, New York I
San Diego 5-1.
With Los Angeles down 3-1 in more 5, Cleveland 1; Kansas
Houston 3, Los Angeles 2
Reds 9-13, Braves 5-11
San Francisco 5, San Diego 1
the ninth, Bill Russell, Dave City 2, Chicago 1; Texas 4, CalWednesday's Games
"Just a number right now," Lopes and Manny Moth
singled. ifornia 2; Oakland 4, Minnesota
Pittsburgh (Briles 309 and
said Hank Aaron following One run, right?
3 in 11 innings and, in a doubleBless 3-6) at New York (Seaver
homer No. 701 of his career and
12-5 and Stone 6-344- header, Detroit 6, Milwaukee 5.
Wrong.
Coach
Tom
LaSorda
St
Louis (Wise 11-6 and
23 of the year. What tarnished flagged down
then
Detroit 9, Milwaukee 4.
Cleveland
Russell
at
11 5) at
third.
Montreal
(Torrez 5 10 and Marshall 106),

Legion

Murray State Universi
Regan Field will be hoe
weekend to the Am
Legion Sectional Ba
Tournament.
Orginally, the four
touriunent was to be
Brooks Stadium in P
But because the sta
not in proper conditi
tournment site was swi
Murray State.
Action. in the
elimination tourname
begin Friday morning at
with Bowling Green
Campbellsville
The afternoon game a
will find Paducah tangl

ABNER=.-

Tennis Tournament To
Be At MN Next Week

GO 1-40s/1E AN'
SAT YOUP.
OWI4

Show Will
Be- At Princeton

ardinals Boost Lead
Over Cubs, Reds. Roll

Standings

PROFESSIONAL
AMBULANCE
SERVICE

MERCY

Professional Ambulance Service, Inc.

511 No. 4th Street
Murray, Ky.

Chicago
(Hooter+
9-81
at
Philadelphia (Twitchen 9 3), N
Cincinnati (Billingnam
15-61
"i at Atlanta (Niekro 10 S), .N
Los Angeles (Dosvning 8-5) at
Houston (Richard 70). N
San Francisco (Barr 99) at
• San Diego (Kirby 6 11), N
Thursday's Games
Chicago at Philadelphia.
St Louis at Montreal, N
Pittsburgh at New York,
Cincinnati at Atlanta, 14
Los Angeles at HOuStOn,_N
Only games scheduled

ick Reichardt Comes
ack To Haunt Chisox

By FRED ROTHENBERG
Associated Press Sports Writer
There wasn't enough money
in Chicago to keep Rick
American League
Reichardt
East
W. L. Pct. G.8.
So he left the White Sox for
New York
60 48 556 the greener pastures of Kansas
Baltimore
55 45 .550 1
Detroit
56 48 538 2
City where the Royals agreed
Boston
54 49 524 31,4
to pay Reichardt what he
Milwaukee
50 53 485 71/a
Cleveland
thought he was worth.
3868 358 21
West
He thanked his new employOakland
59
ers at the expense of his old
Kansas City
Minnesota
employers Tuesday night by
Chicago
doubling home both runs in the
California
Texas
Royals 2-1 victory over the
40 63 388 1712
Tuesday's Games
White Sox.
Baltimore 5, Cleveland 1
Detroit 69, Milwaukee 5-4
Elsewhere in the American
New York 5, Boston 4
League4 Oakland nipped MinKansas City 2, Chicago )
nesota 4-3 in 11 innings; BaltiOakland 4, Minnesota 3, Ti in
flings
more topped Cleveland 5-1;
Texas 4. California
New York edged Boston 5-4;
Wednesday's Games
Baltimore (Cuel(ar 7 11) at Detroit took two from
MilCleveland Bosman' 3(11
New York (Stottlemyre (29) waukee 6-5 and 9-3 and Texas
at Boston (curtis 9 81
knocked off California 4-2.
Detroit (Coleman
169) at
A's 4, Twins 3
Milwaukee (Lockwood 55 N
The Minnesota Twins held a
KOI1SAS City (Bushy 8 Ttll at
Chicago (Wood 20 (4)
3-2 lead over the A's going into
Minnesota (Blyleven 13 9) at
the eighth inning. A loss would
Oakland (onorn 29), N
4 Texas (Merritt -4 5) at Cali have dropped Oakland out of
--,-Jornia 1May 6.9), N
first .place in the Ametrican
Thursday's Games
,League West for the first time
Baltimore at Cleveland
since July 3, petting the Royale
New York at Boston N
in the top spot.
Minnesota at Oakland N
Texas at California N
But that never happened. Bill
Kansas City ot Chicago N
North was walked by starter

Dick Woodson. Then the Twins
sent in three pitchers, trying to
keep North on first.
None succeeded although
none surrendered a hit. Sal
Bando laid down a sacrifice
bunt against Ray Corbin, North
moving to second. Then Eddie
Bane got Reggie Jackson on a
ground out, North racing to
third
Bill Hands became the fourth
Minnesota pitcher of the inning
and he promptly wild pitched
North home
The A's won the game in the
11th when Ray Fosse's 11th-inning sacrifice fly scored pinch
runner John "Blue Moon"
Odom with the winning run.
Rangers 4, Angels 2
Alex Johnson singled twice,
setting up one Texas run and
knocking in another to help
rookie David Clyde defeat the
Angels.
Clyde allowed only four hits
in seven innings and struck out
five as he evened his record at
3-3 and sent the reeling Angels
down to _their_idth lotus to 21
games.. The Victory was the
ninth iir-12---garnes- ci
:
- the
Rangers.
Yanks 5, Red Bei 4
Bobby Morcer's two-run

single with the bases loaded
capped a three-run rally in the
ninth inning that carried the
Yankees to the victory.
The triumph, which snapped
New York's four-game losing
streak and nine straight defeats
at Fenway Park, kept the Yankees in first place in the American League East, one game
ahead of Baltimore.
Orioles 5, Indians 1
Jim Palmer. probably the
best pitcher who didn't Make
the American League All-Star
staff, Tuesday he continued to
pitch superb baseball, stopping
Cleveland on three hits to raise
his record to 13-6.
Successive doubles by Al
Bumbry and Rich Coggins triggered a four -run fourth. backing Palmer's effort
Tigers 6-9, Brewers .5-3
Bill Freehan singled home
the decisive run in a three-run
seventh for Detroit's victory in
the opener of the tin-night doubleheader
Then in the second game, the
Tigers fitTsWf
*innffit
Weak to Wen on the itreugt13.
of two-run homers from Willie
Horton, Dick Metullife and
Jim Northrup

BLONDIE
WiOS THE BOSS IN
HOUSE, MR BUMSTE
OR MRS. BUPASTE

COMMODE CHAIRS
Deluxe Adj. Aluminum,
lightweight and Strong

THE PHANT

HOME OXYGEN EQUIPMENT

iVIGHT, AT
Otgrli

Small and Urge Set-Ups

DISPOSEZE UNDER PADS
23x36
36180 HOSPITAL BEDS
_ull Adjustment from 17" to 26"

A MEDICAL SUPPLY
CO. DEALER
First Aid Kits, Safety
Equipment, Emergency
Warning Lights & Sirens
fiose Safety £00: Dealer
Phone 753-9332

Canes-Bed Pans-Mattress CoversBathtub Safety Siderails-Traction
Equipment-Incontinent Pants Special Other Items
HOME RENTAL OR SALE

Monaghan Sis I.P.P.B. Machine. This is
for
patients who need a respirator at home.

Complete Line of Convalescent Products
Sale or Rental

Ask-us About YourNeeds
_
511 No. 4th St.
24 Hr. Free City Wide Delivery
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Legion Tournament
Murray State University and
Regan Field will be host this
weekend to the American
Legion Sectional Baseball
Tournament.
Orginally, the four team
tournrnent was to be held at
Brooks Stadium in Paducah.
But because the stadium is
not in proper condition, the
tournment site was switched to
Murray State.
Action- in the double
elimination tournament will
begin Friday morning at 10 a.m.
with Bowling Green meeting
Campbellsville

BRANDON'S
BiTS

Madisonville.
The field will be eliminated to
three teams Friday afternoon
as the two losers of the first
game will play at 4 p.m.
The winner of the game
between the two losers will
meet the undefeated team
Saturday at I p.m. The second
game Saturday will be held at 4
pm.
The finals Sunday will begin
at 1 p.m.
Russell Peach, Murray State Star southpaw pitcher of this past
This tournament will give
local baseball fans the op- spring, has been promoted to Class A in the Baltimore Orioles'
portunity to view some of the farm system.
Peach had a 5-0 record in the Appalachian ( Rookie League). He
finest talent in the state and a
large turnout should be was averaging over one strikeout per inning and his earned run
The afternoon game at I p.m. present for the weekend of average was around 0.50.
will find Paducah tangling with baseball.
The native of Evansville, Indiana, will be playing with Miami of
the Florida State League.
Steve Coulson, the seventh round draft pick of the New York
Yankees, is the second leading hitter in the Class A New YorkPennsylvania League.
Couslon, a thirdbaseman at Murray State, was sporting a .397
average at last report
Baseball fans can see some esciting games this weekend at
Murray State University.
The American Legion Sectional TournamEnt will begin Friday
morning at 10 a.m. with Bowling Green meeting Campbellsville
followed at 1 p.m. with Paducah playing Madisonville.
Paducah was scheduled to host the tournament but Brooks
Stadium was not in good enough condition for the tournament and
Murray State baseball coach Johnny Reagan made the MSU
diamond available for the tournament.
Two games will be played Saturday with the finals being held on
Sunday.

The Cubs wrapped up the
championship last night in the
Kentucky League by claiming a
7-3 victory over the Mets.
Greg McClure and Tim
Berkley combined on the mound
for the winners and fanned a
total of nine -batters.
• -Allan Warner carried the big
stick for the winners
he
smacked three singles and
scored three big runs in the
Cubs' clinching win.
Tim Berkley had a pair of
singles for the Cubs while Greg
McClure and Gary Eaker each
doubled and Brett Warner
singled.
Eaker, Dan Potts, Stan
Rushing and Tommy Hendon all
scored a run apiece.
For the losing Mets, Steve
Gough. Bob Johnson, David
Cooper and Keith Finney all
singled once.
David Story, Gough and
Finney each scored a run.
The Cubs will play the AllStars chosen from the other
three teams in the league.
The game will begin at 6 p.m.
Thursday night and will be held
on the league diamond located
at Eighth and CheStnut in the
Murray City Park.

The Kentucky League All-Star game will be held Thursday
evening at 6 p.m. at the league diamond at the city park.
All-Stars from the Reds, Cards and the Mets will play league
title winners, the Cubs.
Added to the Cubs as All-Stars are Allan Warner, Brett Warner,
'rim Berkley, Gary Eaker and alternate Greg McClure.
Representing the Reds are Bill Milton, Bob Daniel, Dave Jones,
Joe MarkAlls and alternate Mark West.
Frorn the Cards are Craig Rogers, Kelly Rogers, Mike Kurz, • DENVER(AP)— Top-seeded
- -1
Dwight McDowell and alternate Randy Wilson.
Billie Jean King and Rosie CasIAL.L\1
- FAGFA-71- An-Stars Selected-from the Nets include Pani-Denion, -David - als sped-through the opening
T- Au_ ovER AmE.RicA-TN,LviEssiERS
Cars.
Story,Steve Gault, BifiShelton-inidiftel Hate Cratg Perry
matches here Tuesday before
-TO TASTE ROAST Ci-tEAPLusIG —
3,000 spectators, the largest
second-night crowd on the VirFormer Murray State football star Rick Fisher has again been
ginia Slims Women's Profes—hit by a damaging blow to his career.
- atonal Tennis Tournament tour.
After missing his entire senior year last ilriaseis, Fthher reported
Mrs. King downed Pam 0'
as a -walk-on" with the NFL St. Louis Cardinals and was signed
Shaughnessy 6-1, 6-1, while
as a free agent.
Miss Cassis coasted through a
Now, Fisher is back in town following a severely pulled ham37-minute match against Jill
string.
Schwikert, defeating her 6-0, 63.
Fisher , who had a 4.6 in the 40 yard dash, was one et the fastest
In the longest match of the
running backs in the Cardinals' summer camp.
day, Karen Krantzcice and
The Cardinals like Fisher's abilities and are willing to give him
Kristien Kenuner volleyed
another shot at making it next year.
through two even game/ which
were decided by tiebreakers,
Stew Johnson; American Basketball Association star of the San
the victory going to Miss
Diego Conquistadors, is leaving town today and going to PennKrantzcke 7-6, 7-8.
sylvania for a visit with his mother.
Third-seeded Janet Newberry
Johnson, one of the top shooters in professional basketball, was
downed Wendy Appleby 74,6-7,
an inspiration to many during his visit in Murray.
and 7-6, and Mona Schallau upAlmost every day, Johnson could be seen at Murray State
set sixth-seeded Australian Lespracticing basketball.
lie Hunt 6-3, 6-4.
He and MSU center I'Vfarcekius Starks had some tough matIn other action, which was
chups in pickup games.
postponed Monday because of
And speaking of Starks, many Racer fans will be surprised at
rain, Francoise Durr upended
the improvement he has made over the summer.
Pam Austin 6-4, 6-1, and BarHe seems to have much more speed and his outside shooting is
bara Downs elinunated Brenda
simply unbelievable
Kirk 6-1, 6-0.
The tournament continues
through Sunday.
GIRLS coo. HAVE 70 SEE
'(Cl) DOI,IT NEED GLASSES
liMor A WASTE OF
10 SCRIS FLCORS 170 DISHES
MONe( 5PENDIN6 IT ON
AND MAKE 13F-DS!
&LASSES FOR A 6021_!

POLYESTER

DOUBLE KNIT
SOO'S and PRINTS

WARP
KNIT

,. .

Reg. '2.88

Prints
olid
lids
L/
r So
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— Washable
. N.
—CARNIVAL PRINTS

DRAPERY FABRIC
eg. 2/5 1

EUROPA PRINTS
Permanent Press

MIXED COUPLES
SUMMER LEAGUE
FINAL STANDINGS
Team
Sparrows
& M's
Lucky Strikers
Pick Ups
Dreamers
Bummers

so/i40'S TNE Boss 44 TNIS
1.40USE, MR.SUMSTEAD-YOU
OR MRS UMSTEAD

*El ONE... OWE. I ri,980
5/X 'TIMES! 010Pe1 HURT HMI

BOY, iT WAG
NOT ON Ti•IAT
HIKE TODAY
THE 6UN
MELTED, MY
CANDY BAR

ARE 'IOU KEEPING
6AtAmi IN YOuit
TENT AGAIN

22
19
18
17
15
15
13
Starters
9
Wane Wonkas
High Team Game"(SC)
Sparrows
Sparrows
Bummers
Nigh Team
823
SparrOws
815
Sparrows
814
Bummers
(SC)
High Team
2019
Sparrows
1927
Bummers
1811
R & M's
(NC)
High Team
2424
Sparrows
2359
Bummers
7237
Dreamers
High Ind. Game (SC)
232
Vernon Riley
220
Tommy Jones
207
Lyman Dixon
Women
202
Betty Dixon
Betty Dixon
182
Marion Christenbery
High Ind. Game (NC)
Men
756
Vernon Riley
240
Tommy Jones
2)8
Lyman Dixon
Women
344
Betty Dixon
Betty Dixon
Marion Christenber
High Ind. Series (SC)
Men
Tommy Jones
Lyman Dixon
Veron Riley
Women
Betty Dixon
Marilyn Chatman
Marion Christenbery
High Ind. Series(MC)
Tommy Jones
Veron Riley
Lyman Dixon
Women
Betty Dixon
Nita Atkins
Marilyn Chatman
High Averages
Men
Lyman Dixon
Tommy Jones
Toby Alter
Dave Bardtord
Vernon Riley
Women
MorttYn °tanner)
Betty Riley
BetTTD(VOirtMarion Christeribery
Vickey Stanfill

Polyester & Cotton Blend
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Belle Of Louisville Holds
Rich Heritage In History

WIDOWERS' PLIGHT

A wife's death can pose
heavy financial burden

Untold thousands have since toe quiver of the deck underfoot
By John R. Clowes
The steamboat was probably enjoyed riding her on a short and the mighty thump and
the first American invention of voyage into a bygone day, surge of the paddle wheel with
By EDWARD NE1L4N
really major importance. And thrilling to the deep throated its cascade of spray and its
the
411giey News Service
during the ensuing century bellow of her whistle and the boiling wake. And there's
some . fnur thousands paddle wild, siutmusicaf her calliope, adventure of watching.. the
nostalgically the world slide past on the river
WASHINGTON — Everywheel steamboats made history tasting
one pities "poor widow
and romance on this nation's colorful life that once thronged banks and the marvel of having
Jones" but no one seems to
the whole steamboat descend
rivers. At one time you could American's rivers.
consider the plight of the
The annual race between the and rise, surrounded by the
buy a steamboat ticket in
widower.
Louisville and, with a few Belle and the Queen, always dripping walls of the huge
Each year roughly 280,000
has
Lock.
Week,
Derby
the
during
McApline
in
held
port
any
to
go
changes,
men are left wifeless by the
were drawn national attention. Both
world. Steamboats
foot
the
at
is
home
The Belle's
deaths of their spouses. In
sometimes tied up four deep at these gay old anachronisms are of Fourth Street on the old
many cases, they face taking
a
it's
and
condition
and
in
ort
excellent
Shippingp
and
Portland
Louisville Wharf. She goes out
the dual role of father
over
brightly
their
behold
to
at the Louisville Point Landing, delight
day from Memorial Day
in raising chilevery
mother
and
now called —The Point." The painted curlecues and carvings, through Labor Day. All the
dren and coping with exmight
that
ng
somethi
day
like
rumbled
drays
iron-tired
penses.
night cruises are up river. Each
and night over the cobbled belong on a gigantic wedding Belle trip lasts about three
"The widower's predicastreets transferring freight cake. After a decade of races hours. You can go aboard at
ment can be as traumatic as
places, the score now (1973) stands
these
between
that of the widow," according
1:30 p.m. Evening trips are all
separated by the Falls of the even, five to five. But the days chartered except Tuesdays and
to Sabin° Marinella, president
race
Ohio. Louisville grew fat on the of the great steamboat
of Continental Investment
s. Those are dance
Saturday
may well be numbered. The
river trade.
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Marinella is an insurance
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ered by life insurance, rather
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house, was seldom
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carrxing steamboats, that is.
All that is changing now,
boats have had., a
Both
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"Realizing the contribuexistence. The Delta Queen was
built in Scotland in 1924,
knocked down into sections and
then shipped to San Francisco.
There she was put back
FRANKFORT, Ky.— percent over last year. The
together and went into service
Kentucky revenue receipts sharp increase was the result of
between San Francisco and
increased and in several areas the change in rate structure and
Sacramento. During WW LI she
records were broken during the an unprecedented rise in corwas taken over by the U.S.
Ross
1972-73 fiscal year, announced porate profits, Pryor and
_
Navy and spent the war
oner Charles Pryor, said.
Commissi
ferrying personnel to and from
Cigarette tax receipts of
Jr., Executive Department of
ocean going vessells. When
and Administration, $15,709,958 were up 13.1 percent
Finance
• Capt. Tom Greened the Greene
and Commissioner John McD. over last year. Pari-mutuel tax
Line bought her In 1946, he
Ross, Department of Revenue. jumped 12.9 percent to
crated her up like a giant piano
General Fund receipts for the $8,150,517. The three alcoholic
and she was towed on a perilous
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of
record
a
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receipts
plying the Mississippi and Ohio
percent above last year. Most of
from her home port Cincinnati $14,501,170. The major increase the large increase in these
in the property taxes was the
ever since.
was caused by an inresult of some half million in receipts
rate from 7 to 9 cents
in
crease
tax
The Belle of Louisville was public service company
and in a change in
gallon
a
from
resulting
built in Pittsburgh, Pa. in 1914 receipts
in
reporting date resulting
.
litigation
favorable
The
and was christened
thirteen monthly payments
Idlewild. She has wandered up
Totaling $395,011,307, Road being received in the fiscal
and down some 6,000 miles of
Fund receipts for the fiscal year year.
the
American river, including
Phenomenal sales of cars and
increased 34.7 percent. Road
Mississippi, the Ohio, Missouri, Fund
tax receipts of trucks combined with a change
Kanawaha, Illinois, Green and
$258,337,255 were up 34.4 per- in the tax base boosted motor
others She was for several
cent over last year. Non-tax vehicle usage taxes 26.8 percent
years a "tramp" steamer,
receipts in the road fund in- to $55,743,093, Ross reported.
and
cargo
up
picking
creased by 35.1 percent and "About ten percent of the inshe
when
and
where
passengers
crease was caused by the base
totaled $136,674,052.
could. During that period she
Severance tax receipts change from 90 to 100 percent of
Coal
was The Avalon." She ran
for its first full fiscal year the market price, with the
excursions from the foot of
larger part resulting from sales
totaled $37,226,134
Fourth Street at different
Sales and use tax receipts of increase," Ross said.
periods and Louisville knew her
Moderate increases were
$316,491,954 were fractionally
both as the Avalon and as the
below last year because of the registered in motor vehicle
•
Idlewild..—:_
exemptiod of food for home registrations and operators'
She was bought at auction in consumption, effective Oct. 1, license tax receipts.
1962 jointly by the City of
Agency Funds receipts in1972. Individual income tax
Jefferson
Louisville and
to
percent
16
receipts of $179,216,109 were up creased
County. After a couple of in$538,851,732. The principal item
14.6 percent.
ternal operations and a face
Corporation income tax was the receipt of $44,989,675 in
lifting she began her service as receipts of $69,338,442 were 28.6 Federal revenue sharing.
the Belle of Louisville in 1963.

State Revenue Receipts Up,
'Break Records During 72-73

lions of a wife and mother, an
increasing number of husbands are now insisting that
their wives take out insiu-ance
policies — particularly during
the years when the children
are young," he said.
Recent national surveys indicate that term insurance is
increasingly the choice in
these situations, because it offers pure protection at lower
cost.
An example of a young
widower with children still in
their formative years was
cited in one recent survey.
"He will continue to go to
work at the office or plant —
no problem there. But who
will take care of the children,
run the house and perform all
the other tasks or duties that
his late spouse had been providing?"
The survey report continued, "People are wonderful in
times of tragedy and emergencies. Neighbors, friends
and relatives all may pitch in
and help take care of things
during the first weeks immediately following the wife's
death.
"But after that, what? The
widower is on his own — and
full responsibility for maintairung the 'status quo' of the
home is now entirely up to
tam."
The widower is also con*vented by fine/Kiel prob-

Analysts Say The U.S.
May Have Trade Surplus

improve the country's trade
By R. GREGORY NOKES
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paranoid plants

Garden is
By JOHN SLNOR
Copley News Service
The victory garden is corning along splendidly. We harvested our first crop yesterday. Brussels sprouts. ORGANIC brussels sprouts.
They still tasted like
sprouts.
The garden is grown organically because there is an
entire sect of Adelle Davis
disciples around here. I am
sort of an agnostic on the subject, but I go along.1
Well, organic gardening is
tricky business. Because you
cannot use any insect sprays
on the plants. So, how do you
get rid of such things as cabbage worms before they eat
all your cabbage?
_
where LW-Cabbage
• (Ai
.wiatrn
. is come from in the first
ce?

You could plant cabbage 30
nules away from any other
cabbage,and the next day you
would have cabbage worms I
find that weird.)
Anyway, what you do boys
and girls is you go get some
bugs of your own. Not planteating bugs. You go get the
bug-eating bugs.
You buy a little carton of
bug-eating larvae and put itin
the garden. Just as the cabbage gets big enough for some
_hog to eat, out pops the bugeating bug. Surprise'
Some organic gardeners
swear by growing plants to
music. I don't know what kind
of music my garden likes
though. They get a lot of rock
out of the windows of the lower floor. Also a lot of comedy
record:— —
•
I suppose I should experiment with this idea.Play only
„

rock for some plants. Put on a
few Flip Wilson records for
some others. I could dust off
the old guitar and play a little
prairie music for some others.
Then we could see which
ones are growing fastest.
A lot of research on plants
and their emotions lately.
Did you know a petunia is
likely to faint if approached
by a dog? It is the crying
truth. Some dude back east
wired up a bunch of petunias
with lie detectors.
He said they registered appreciation responses when
watered, sympathy when
harm came to nearby foliage,
and fainted dead away when
approached by a dog.
The way my dog runs
around the backyard. I prob:ably ought to put a few bottles
of smelling salts in all the
flower beds.

My flowers must be keeling
over every few minutes.
The lie detector researcher
rigged up a couple of plants in
a room by themselves. Then
Mx students drew lots to see
which one of them would go
into the room and rip one of
the plants to shreds.
Later, the surviving plant
showed no reaction when the
other five students entered
the room one by one.
But it fainted flat out when
the plant killer walked in.
Well, I quit reading any
more of the article because it
started bothering me I mean,
who wants to be responsible
for so much emotional stress?
And the way I read it, my
victory garden is a hotbed of
paranoid plants.
I'm pretty sure the brussels
sprout must have fainted
when I cut it.

WASHINGTON — A trip to
the grocery store provides
convincing proof that retail
prices are now soaring at an
8.7 per cent annual rate but
does not explain what has
caused the increase.
The reasons behind the unprecedented surge in prices
are as diverse as a bad Peruvian fish harvest, corn blight
In 1970, shortsighted government policy and a worldwide
'shortage of grain.
But the pattern of cause and
effect is much more complex
than that and is only slowly
being pieced together.
The Brookings Institution,
one of the nation's premier
think tanks, has been digging
into the subject and has come
up with some possible answers.
One factor, researcher Berry Bosworth reports, is the
second devaluation of the dollar. It was cut 10 per cent in
value in relation to other major currencies this year, after
an earlier 7.8 per cent devaluation in 1971.
- This drove up the price of
Imported goods, particularly
for metals other than aluminum, which were in turn
passed on into higher prices
for finished goods.
Another factor was a postponement of a planned increase in new car prices from
the fourth quarter of 1972 to
the first quarter of 1973. This
lowered the fourth quarter
cost, of living index in 1972 but
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first quarter
of this year.
A much broader and all-encompassing jolt came from
grocery store prices. They began to accelerate in the last
half of 1972 and reached a 36
per cent annual rate of increase in the first three
months of- 1973. Wholesale
prices rose at a 53 per cent
rate during the same period.
A primary cause was the
pronounced 3.5 per cent decline in world grain production in 1972 compared with an
average annual increase of 3.5
per cent since 1961.
Bad weather in many parts
of the world played a part in
this, particularly in the Soviet
Union. Massive wheat purchases by Moscow raised projected U.S. 1973 exports to
more than 1.1 billion bushels,
compared with 632 million in
1972.
This represents a major
part of the estimated 1973
wheat crop of 1.8 million
bushels, plus some drawdovrn
on reserves.
Poor crops in Argentina,
Australia, Canada, and
Bangladesh, plus a bad rice
harvest in India which placed
pressure on wheat as a substitute, added to the worldwide
shortage and soaring demand.
Of even more impact was
the sudden surge in demand
for protein meal to feed both
livestock and poultry. Production of fish meal, one of the
richest sources of protein
feed, suddenly collapsed in
-- Fiero in 1972 after a very bad
....fish harvest.
The situation became even
more critical when Peru suspended all fishing for anchovies this year until at least
late summer One result was a massive
increase in demand for soybeans, also an excellent
source of protein meal. The
United States had a record
crop last year, and expects to
top that by 20 per cent with a

July 29, 1973
ADULTS 90
NURSERY 4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Brenda Gail Warren and
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Lucille Arnold and Baby Boy,
Rt. 8, Box 73, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Linda Darlene Starks,
Rt. 5, Box 96, Columbus, Miss.,
Mrs. Linda Sue Filbeck, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Eula June Stone,
Rt. 8, Box 20, Murray, Mrs.
Sandra Lee Parrish and Baby
Boy, 411 East Blyth , Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Phyllis Fenon Ray
and Baby Boy, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Francis Jewell
Wells expired), 425 S. 8th,
Murray, Olio* Cleatus Wilson
(expired 508 N. 7th, Murray.

harvest of 1,512,000,000 bushels this year. But this will still
fall way short of world needs.
The shortage has sent
prices for soybeans and its byproducts soaring, forcing cattle, hog, and poultry men —
caught between rising feed
costs and frozen retail prices
— to cut back on planned, increased production.
Beef production declined 1.6
per cent in 1972 and is expected to be down 8 to 10 per
cent in the first quarter of
1973.
One little-understood factor
behind the shortage of meat
and poultry was the scare set
off by a new corn blight that
invaded the United States in
1970. Producers then, as now,
feared high feed costs would
follow and unloaded many of
their animals.
The government can take

its share of the blame for
shortages too.
Originally the 1973 wheat
program called for holding a
maximum number of acres
out of production. Not until
January was this plan reversed, long after the fall
planting period and long after
the size of the Soviet wheat
purchase had become known.
There is even a deeper, implied danger for consumers,
and the nation's economy, in
all this. Rising prices for food
and other goods could be
translated over the next few
years into a repetitive pattern
of demand for major wage increases.
If this happens the nation
might return to the type of
wage-price spiral it experienced in 1969-71.
And the peak in food prices
this year is yet to come,

THE TRAVELER

Lincoln roamed
in Indiana as boy
By HAROLD McCONNELL
Travel Editor
Copley News Service

round-trip air fare from New
York, top hotels, two meals a
daj and sight-seeing. ...

For easterners who like the
If you're planning to do any
way-out-West life, there are
traveling in Indiana, you may
dude ranches in New York
like to get hold of the state's
state. Most of them are in the
series of brochures entitled
.Adirondack-Champlain, Cats"Indiana Side Tours.- They
kill and Hudson Valley areas.
are very well done. For example,one brochure maps out
And there's one by the sea.three areas all close to one an-shore near the ,eastern
other, provides'you with a litLong Island. You can get a list
tle map of each area, and deof "Dude Ranches in New
scribes points of interest
York Staten by writing N.Y.
along the route. There's one
Commerce Department, 99
tour called "Raintree County
Washingteiii- Ave., Albany,
and Lincoln's Boyhood Days"
N.Y. inlo.
and another is "On the Banks
Maryland suggests that
of the Wabash." You may get
tourists visiting the capital
free copies by writing Tourist
consider taking a look at some
Division, Indiana Department
-of the sights in that state. For
of Commerce, Room 117 State
ample, Annapolis and the
House, Indianapolis, lad'
U.S. Naval Academy are only
46204.1 ...
45 minutes by car from the
Oaxaca, midway between
White House. Ocean City and
Mexico City and Guatemala
Assateague National State
City, is being rediscovered
Park are only four hours
these days, according to reaway. And the Frigate Conports from there. Dino Carstellation is just 40 miles from
della, manager of a hotel
the capital. ...
there, says, "The Europeans
A "Music Festival at Sea"
come to see the ruins, the
will take place in January
Americans come to see the Inaboard the Renaissance on its
dians and Mexican tourists
Caribbean cruise. Karl Haas,
are attracted by what they
author of "Adventures in
claim is the best climate in
Good Music," will give daily
the entire country." Oaxaca is
lectures. Cost of the 14-day
was
the
in a valley that once
cruise, which sails from Port
home of two great Indian
Everglades, Fla., ranges
civilizations, the Mixtec and
from $1,660 to $3,535 double
the Zapotec
occupancy.
Air Afrique has a new 14day "West African EscaFOOD BILL
pade" tour which takes the
Expenditures for food,
traveler to Dakar, Accra,
which took 23 per cent of the
Cotonou, Lagos, Abidjan and
average after-tax income in
Monrovia. The cost is $899
1952, took only 15.7 per cent in
Owl 10 per cent more for
1972. — CNS
tins and service. It includes
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August Wedding Planned
Wednesday,August 1
The Blankenship Circle of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will meet at
the home of Jane Cothran at
7:30 p.m.
Mission groups of Spring
Creek Baptist Church will meet
aLthe church at 'Pie-p.m.
Baptist Women and Baptist
Young Women of Cherry Corner
Church will meet at the church
at 7:30 p.m.
Baptist Women and Baptist
Young Women of Flint Church
will meet at the church at 7:30
p.m.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at
Gleason Hall at seven pm.
Persons may bring their own
partner or come and be paired
at the Hall.
Thursday, August 2
Murray -Calloway County
Senior Citizens will have an
important business meeting at
E:Uis Community Center at ten
a.m. Movies will be shown at
the Calloway Public Library at
two p.m. For transportation call
763-0929.
The Ladies Bible Class of the
University of Christ will meet at
Itie church at ten a.m. to visit
tern Terrace Lodge.
Indian Summer Camp will be
beld for children, grades three
trough eight, at Hazel School
tiff.nt."For
keination m4153-1457, 492-849S
fir 753-4661.
A conference for workers with
International Students will be
held at Flint Baptist Church at
7:30 pm
The Paris District of the
United Methodist Church will
have a seminar on the new
Church School curriculum,
"Our Living Bible," at the First
Vnited Methodist Church,
-Murray,from seven to 9:30 p.m.

4

Saturday, August 4
% Tickets for the gala
enecoming of Douglas School
will be sold at the Rutledge
*Funeral Home. The event is
iiplanned for August 11.
•
Sunday, August 5
Mr. and Mrs. Roland E.
:Goodgion will be honored with a
reception in celebration of their
feth wedding anniversary at
'the Murray Woman's Club
'House from two to four p.m. all
friends and relatives are in*Red.

Phyllis Sykes Is
fraternity Member
'2* Miss Phyllis Sykes was
.initiated into the Kappa Delta
,a-Phi, local chapter of Delta
Omega, national honorary
*Zfraternity in education.
.2 The Murray girl graduated
;from Murray State University
-'with a 3.5 average. She is now
-eteaching in the Tulu Elementary School in Crittenden
County.

Register Now for

MUSIC
LESSONS
Only limited openings left)
* PIANO
* ORGAN
* VOICE
* GU1JAR
* DRUMS
* BANJO
* ACCORDION
Theory lessons and Music
Bands available for our
stadents.
•

Phone 7534525Dixieland Center
array, Ky.

Would-be female bus
driver fears her past
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: A woman who is about to make application for a job driving a school bus is worried about her past
catching up with her.
She got a dishonorable discharge from the service 17
years ago, and is afraid that when her application for this
job is received, they will start a thoro investigation of her
past, which will include her service record, and everything
will come ois
_
She has no criminal record of any-kind:1M she understands she has to have FBI security clearance for this bus
driving job. The only flaw in her record is this dishonorable
discharge which, I may as well tell you, came about when
she and another girl were discovered having a romantic
relationship. It was only a passing fancy, or an experimental thing, you might say, and never occurred again She is
now married, has a family, and is living a normal life.
Must she be branded all her life- for this single
ANXIOUS TO HEAR
incident?

3 M's

Hinkson-Spencer Engagement

' The Blood River Baptist
Church, Hamlin, was the scene
of the marriage of Mrs. Luella
Carlisle of Mayfield, to Paul G.
Harp of Montgomery, Illinois,
on June 30 at -SOV00411kny
r o'clock in the eventual.
Mrs. John R. Little of
Paducah was her mother's
matron of honor and granddaughters of the bride, Sherry
and Pamela Little, were the
flower girls. Miss Patricia
Harp, of Montgomery, Illinois,
daughter of the groom, was a
bridesmaid.
Paul Edward Harp, of
Aurora, Illinois, was his
father's best man. Kenny
Hargrove of New Concord was a
groomsman The ushers were
David Harp of Montgomery,
Illinois, Kenneth Sanderson of
Mayfield, and Sammy Kimbro,
of New Concord.
Reverend Leon N. Harp, Sr.,
brother of the groom, officiated
at the beautiful candlelight
double ring ceremony as the
wedding vows were taken
before a host of relatives and
friends.
Out of town guests included
Mrs. Paul Edward Harp, and
Speight W. Williams of Hazel Route Two announces the her sister, Miss Kathy Hoff,
engagement and approaching marriage of his eldest daughter, both of Aurora, Illinois.
Eva Williams, to Lan-y Crank, son of Mrs. Marjorie Crank of
The pianist was Leon N.
Murray, Route five and the late Colley Crank.
Harp, Jr., nephew of both the
Miss Williams is a 1971 graduate of Calloway County High bride and groom. The music
School and received her Associate of Arts degree in business this selected was Lohengren's
May at Murray State University. She is presently employed at the Wedding March and The
Stiglant FlhancilirAld Office arleitirray State.-She is-the grand- Recessional._ and...he alap tics
daugIcter of Mrs. Pear! Wiliam 'of Murray and of Dewey communed the soloist, Mrs.
Williams of Hazel.
Leon N. Harp, Sr., sister of the
Mr. Crank is a 1972 graduate of Calloway County High School bride, as she sang "I Love You
agd is presently employed at Brandon Brothers Used Cars, Inc. Truly” at the beginning of the
He is the grandson of Mrs. Mellie Ivy of Murray Route Five and of Ceremony and
Wedding
the late Neal Smotherman, and of the late Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Prayer,0 Perfect Lege",
as the
Crank.
bride and groom knelt on a
Since no invitations are being sent, all friends and relatives are beautiful white satin kneeling
cordially invited to attend the wedding and reception which will
follow. The wedding will be held on August 24 at seven o'clock in
the evening at the New Concord Church of Christ. The
reception
will be held in the Community Room of the Federal
Savings and
Loan Building

Friday, August 2
The Alumni Association of
William Mason Memorial
Hospital will have a- reunion at
ICenlake Hotel starting at ten
Golden Age Club will meet at
12 noon at the social hall of the
.First United Methodist Church.
potluck luncheon will be
:served.

Mrs. Luella Carlisle Exchanges Wedding
Vows With Paul G. Harp In Ceremony At
The Blood River Baptist Church, Hamlin

bench at the cote:Wake of the
wedding vows.
The altar was banked with
two large baskets of pink and
orchid gladioli. Gleaming white
candelabra formed the center
background behind the kneeling
bench. Two flower girls wearing
beige and pink gowns carried
flower baskets filled with pink
rose petals which they scattered
on the white carpet in the pathway of the bride.
The bride wore a pale orchid
crepe gown with lace at the
neck and waist and lace chiffon
sleeves. She carried a bridal
bouquet of orchid shaded withpuei. Her bridal veil was of soft
orchid tulle flowing from a head
band of crepe and shimmering
sequins created for her by Mrs.
Warren Patterson of New
Concord.
The matron of honor wore an
aqua chiffon gown over nylon
with a rainbow floral motif at
the neck, waist, and sleevetips,
and carried a rainbow nosegay.
Her veil was of aqua net.
The bridesmaid wore a pink
Photo by David Hill chiffon gown over nylon and
carried a nosegay of pink and
Miss Linda Lee Ilinkson
white carnations. Her veil was
Mr. and Mrs. W.R. 11171)15011 of Bloomfield Hills, Mich., anof pink net.
nounce the engagement of their daughter, Linda Lee, to Edward
The wedding reception was Alan Spencer, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse E. Spencer of Murray.
held at the bride's home in
Miss Hinkson attended Oakland Community College in
Mayfield, after driving there in Michigan and Lynchburg Baptist College in Virginia.
a parade of automobiles from
Mr Spencer attended Lynchburg Baptist College this past year
the church. Miss Mary Beth and will be a student at Murray State University thisfall.
Robertson of Murray was the
A fall wedding is planned.
wedding book attendant. She
also Lis
-kited-We catiete,-Leotr°
,.7UNG-18
N. Harp, Jr., by turnrng the
pages at the piano.
SUNDAY BRUNCil 1 mediuin banana
The bride and groom toured
Tomato Cocktail
In a medium mixing bowl sift
The Ozarks on their honeymoon Scrambled Eggs with Sausages together the flour, sugar, bakand now reside at 615 West
Strawberry Banana Bread
um powder and salt, stir in
Beverage
James Street in Mayfield.
oats. Add oil, eggs, strawSTRAWBERRY BANANA
berries and banana, stirring
The groom has been emBREAD
just until no dry ingredients
ployed for the past eighteen
This is a moist loaf
show. Turn into a greased loaf
years by Lyon Metal Company
I 1/2 cups sifted flour
pan (8 1/2 by 4 1/2 by 2 1/2
in Montgomery, Illinois.
2/3 cup sugar
The bride's parents are Mr. 2 teaspoons baking powder --- inches). Bake in a preheated
350-degree oven until a
and Mrs. Cloys Prince of 1/2 teaspoon salt
tester inserted in center comes
Murray Route Fire, and the 3/4 cup quickaleabasta....
out clean - 60 to 65 minutes.
groom's parents are Reverend 1/3 cup salad oil
Cool on wire rack for 10
2
eggs,
Earl
and
Harp,
Mrs.
slightly
Sr.,
of
beaten
Another delightful courtesy
minutes. Turn out of pan, turn
1/2 cup mashed strawberries, right side up, cool thoroughly.
extended to Miss Cindy Cherry, Alton, Illinois.
about 1 cup whole straw- Tightly wrap cold bread in foil
Mr. and Mrs. Prince were the
August 4th bride-elect of Steve
berries
or transparent plastic wrap and
Kemp, was the Coke party held host and hostess at the wedding
on Saturday, July 28, at the rebearsal dinner in their home. .1/2 cup mashed bananas, about store overnight before slicing.
home of Mrs. Eurie Garland„
316 South 9th Street.
'The charming hostesses for
the party held from two to four
o'clock in the afternoon were
Miss Rhonda Garland and Miss
Donna Cole.
For the special occasion the
honoree chose to wear a knit
pink and white Eisenhower
jacket with pink checked pants.
Her corsage was a pink
idactiolus centered in purple
ribbons and net.
Her mother, Mrs. William
Melly, her mother-in-law to
be, Mrs. Charles Kemp, and her
maid of honor to be, Miss Pat
Cherry, were presented corsages of daisies sprayed pink
against net, gifts of the
hostesses.
Refreshments of finger
sandwiches, cookies, and Cokes
were served buffet style from
Mode) X U71 13JP
the table centered with an
Mediterranean C, ienza style cabinet
arrangement of assorted
summer flowers with two Coke
glasses in the middle.
Approximately thirty persons
were present or sent gifts.

Mrs. Billy Bartell, president
of the Kirkaey Unit of the
Association,
Parent-Teacher
has released the names of her
committees for the coming
school- year.
Serving as officers with Mrs.
Basedl for the coming year will
be Mrs. Charles Coleman, vicepresident; Mrs. Earl Lamb,
secretary; and Mrs. Johnny
Ingram, treasurer.
Committees named include
the following:
Mrs. Mary Fones and Mrs.
Rudy Lovett, program; Mrs.
Ralph Darnell and Mrs. Charles
Duncan, membership; Mrs.
Don Marine and Mrs. Lynn
Robinson, hospitality; Mrs.
Jerry Kirkland, publicity and
publicity book; Mrs. Glen
Gibbs, budget and finance;
Mrs. Richard Armstrong and
Locke,
Mrs.Bobby
parliamentary procedure.
Willie,
Edward
Mrs.
character and spiritual; Mrs.
Elvin Crouse and Mrs. Jerry
Joseph, pre-school; Mrs.
Howard Darnell; home room;
Mrs. James Miller, health and
mental health; Mrs. Joe
Thornton, college cooperation;
Mrs. Roy Clark, library
congress and publications; Mrs.
T. G. Curd, Mrs. Lucille Potts,
Mrs. Anna M. Hopkins, Max
Hurt, and Johnny Bohannon,
scholarship.
An executive board meeting
is planned prior to the opening

KLAPP GUESTS
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Bryan of
Livonia, Mich., have been the
guests of Mrs. Bryan's sister,
Mrs. Norman Klapp and Mr.
Klapp, Canterbury Estates,
Murray. They left Friday for
Ilasephis,Tenn-Ara visit with
Mr. Bryan's sista', Mrs. Edgar
demand Mr. Janes, They will
liWrialt in Paducah with his
brothers, Dr. John Bryan and
wife and Mr. and Mrs. Al
Bryan, and other relatives
before returning home.

THANKS!

for making our 14th Anniversary Sale such a.
success!
For those who missed out on these Great Bargains . . .
we're repeating a few of our Specials.

MCPTOROLAN
9"MPPORTA [TV

morOWC.A

DEAR ANXIOUS: Driving a school bus does not require FBI clearance. Furthermore, the response from the
Army to an inquiry about this person would be: "Dishonorable discharge—unsuitable for military life." I Unless national security was involved, nothing else %mild be divulged.'
DEAR ABBY: Last November I "became engaged. 1
was so excited at the time that I asked a gal I work with
11'11 call her -Mazie") to be one of my bridesmaids 1 had
seen mane only at work, never outside the office.
Now that I know her better, I am very sorry I asked
her to be a bridesmaid. She gets drunk and talks dirty. She
is very loud and extremely pushy where men are concerned.
Worse yet, my fiance can't stand her. He's afraid she
will ruin our wedding with her drinking and dirty mouth.
To give you an idea of what kind of girl Mazie is, she
keeps telling me she hopes the bridesmaid's gown will be
plenty sexy so she can show off her "38s."
How can I get rid of her politely? Or am I stuck with
her?
SECOND THOUGHTS
DEAR SECOND: There is no way you can get rid of
her "politely." which means either you are stuck with her,
or you will have to get rid of her
DEAR ABBY: In reference to the young couple who
couldn't find a church and minister for their post-pregnant
wedding:
You should do a service to others in such straits by
informing them of Unitarlan-Universalist churches.and ministers. They value individuals for honesty and candor;:one
need not "belong" to a Unitarian-Universalist church to
use the building. Wttness the many Unitarian-Universallii
cburcbas that-serve-ea hinges, or centers for unusual me„sig. art debate,.or whatever 'in the search for truth and for
_
meaningful livingIf the couple are straightforward, and respect the prior
scheduled commitments of the organization, I am sure they
will find a sanctuary 'in a Unitarian-Universalist'church,
-and a friend in the minister there.
, -P. IN NORTH OAKS, MINN.

e

PARRISH BOY
Tony Dale is the name chosen
by Mr.and Mrs. Billy Parrish of
411 East Blyth, Paris, Tenn., for
their baby boy, weighing eight
pounds four ounces, born on
Wednesday, July 25, at 1:1
a.m at the Murray-Calloway
county Hospital.
The new father is employed at
the Holley Carburetor Plant at
Paris, Tenn.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Jess Parrish of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs Lelon
Williams of Buchanan. Tenn A
great grandmother is Mrs. Lela
Braden of Buchanan, Tenn.
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HOSPITAL PATIENT
Lisa Fay Underwood of Hazel
Route One was discharged July
25 from the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.
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JAYCEITES
The Musray-Calkasay County
cancej
JarcOes 4ahve_
meeting for Thursday, August
2, and have rescheduled the
meeting for Thursday, August
9, at 7:30 p.m. at the home of
Mrs. Judy Rickman.
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3 M's

Latin
teens
hooked
By PENNY LERNOUX
Copley News Service

-

BOGOTA, Colombia —
Latin American teen-agers
are called the generation of
the 3 M's: marijuana, Mao
and rnachaca.
Like their U.S. counterparts, the new generation of
Latin American teen-agers
has little time for the seemingly staid and simpler vices
and virtues of their parents.
Mao Tse-tung is their ideologist, and free love, as symbolized by the•harmless but supposedly 'aphrodisiac Amazon
machaca bug, their ideal.
!Ann American parents can
comprehend Mao and machaca as part of the worldwide
youth rebellion and the traditional generation gap. They
are totally at a loss, however,
when it comes to dealing with
the problem of narcotics, the
least of which is marijuana.
Nowadays, the Latin American teen-ager appears just as
drug-oriented as U.S. youth.
Though he usually has less
money to spend, the Latin
American can buy any variety of drugs at bargain prices
as his continent is the world's
principal supplier of cocaine
and marijuana and a major
transshipment point for
heroin.
—.Recitals . Latfn Aniecan
• • pharnawria raiLusuallY1*quire—medical -prescriptions,
even a six-year-old can buy
amphetamines and barbiturates. Indeed, in some coati'tries; oriptietarnines and .
tranquilizers are considered
as harmless as aspirin, and
taken in equally large doses.
Even those without the
ready cash can find an ample
supply of drugs such as
leaves, hallucinatory mush,
rooms and marijuana, by
hitchhiking from the cities to
the mountain plantations
where peasants cultivate the
plants.
As a result of the cheap and
dr addictiodlIVLatin America has skyrocketed in recent
years.
According to studies presented during a recent seminar sponsored by Latin American medical' schools, teenage narcotics addiction and
drug-induced crime have doubled in many countries in the
last five years.
In Argentina, for example,
marijuana consumption increased by 40 per cent between 1969 and 1971, while cocaine addiction doubled. A
'survey in Chile covering the
same period showed an increase in marijuana consumption among high school
students from 6.9 per cent to
34.7 per cent.
LSD and other hallucinatory drugs also are popular
-"furlong Chilean teen-agers, as
they are in Colombia. A survey of high school students in
Medellin, Colombia's textile
capital, revealed that 47.1 per
cent use drugs, the most popular of which are tranquilizers, followed by marijuana
and amphetamines.
Marijuana beats almost all
other drugs in Mexico, as
might be expected in a nation
famous for its "hierba." Inhaling such solvents as gasoline also is popular. A survey
of university students showed
that 10.4 per cent used marijuana; 10.7 percent., solvents;
10 per cent, amphetamines; 9
per cent barbiturates; and 2.4
per cent, halhicinatery drugs.
Despite the spectacular upsurgein drug addiction, Latin
American governments have
been slow to recognize the
problem, as delegates to the
narcotics seminar pointed
out.
Few countries have any serious rehabilitation programs; private institutions
usually are responsible for
what little is done to help the
drug addict. In Colombia, For
example, the law classifies
drug addiction with mental
illness and specifies that addicts should be treated by special clinics. But no such clinic
exists in Colombia.

AIRPORT FALLOUT
The London borough of Hillingdon, which includes Heathrow Airport, is investigating
- the suspicion that the proxun.1 a by afrport way in
' crease the level of stillbirths
and deaths among very young

- -- •• 11.
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Veterans Administration To
Employ New Computer Program
A new Veteran Acimininistralion computer program to speed
checks to G.I. Bill students is
expected to become operational
next month.
In announcing the new "one
step" service, VA
Administrator Donald E. Johnson
,,emlained that when VA
-Ncetvei' separatinif -paper
(DD 214) from the military, VA
computers will automatically
generate a package of papers to
veterans. These include a
Certificate of Eligiblity(COE )required when applying for any
VA benefit- an application for
education or training, and a
form for schools to use to certify
enrollment.
Previously, each of these was
a separate step for students or
schools.
The package also will tell
veterans their remaining G.I.
Bill eligiblity time, about
counseling and tutorial services, how to apply for
educational assistance, and
-about courses that may be-.
selected for training.

to school officials at the time of
registration. The school, in
turn, will complete the
enrollment portion and forward
the entire package to VA for
processing. The first benefit
checks should be received
shortly thereafter. When
veterans request advance
payment on the application
forms, checks will be waiting at
the institution for delivery to
them upon registration.
Schools with
approved
courses for veterans have been
notified of the new form and
procedure.

Johnson said that under this
new concept, veterans can
complete the application and
present it, along with the COE,

Paris heat wave
kills Seine fish
A recent heat wave of 10
days of unusually warm
weather combined with
strong sunlight depleted the
oxygen content of the surface
layer of the River Seine in
Paris, causing thousands of
fish to die and float to the surface
Some fish which surfaced
alive were rescued and
dunked in tubs of fresh water,
which provided the equivalent
of artificial respiration. —

Re-discover Kentucky
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`Homecoming' Is Scheduled

Menifee Offers Legend, History
by Helen Price Stacy
Indian Creek. Beaver Creek,
Broke Leg Falls, Donathan
Rock. Tater Knob and
Carrington Rock-all of these are
names to tease the imagination
\H are found in Menifee County.
Heaver Creek has been
described as the most unpolluted stream in the Commonwealth

great rock and,looking up at its
height, saw a Union flag being
waved. The group of Rebels
took off on their horses, jumped
a rail fence and dismounted
at the foot of the rock. By the
time the soldiers had climbed to
the top. Miss Fannie Carrington
had concealed the flag beneath
a top skirt and kept it there until
the soldiers left.
.knother incident at the rock
Indian Creek is a fisherman's involved a church service.
paradise.
When it was announced that
Broke Leg Falls and the area preaching would take place at
below the falls are scenic. ar- the rock, a large crowd would
cheologically interesting and make the trip to be present.
historical. In the falls canyon, a Once, just as the preacher and
cave Murder Cave) provided some of his following reached
potassium nitrate for use in the the top of the rock, legend has it
Civil War. In another section of the sun went into total eclipse
the canyon
legend connects for about 30 minutes. The accaves with the popular Swift's count indicates that no one left
silver mines.
the rock in the darkness, but as
Take any one section of the soon as the sun reappeared, the
county and an entire history can preacher lost no time in
be unfolded.
descending, advising others to
Carrington Rock is an do the same.
example of the color that is
The most unusual story
paramount in this county which concerning the great rock tells
was established in 1869 and of a time during the Civil War
named for Owingsville's ( Bath when troops set up camp at its
County) great orator and
base. The story is that the
lawyer, Richard Menifee.
soldiers' thirst became so inOne incident involved Rebel tense they prayed for water
troops who approached the Their, answer came in a clear,

cold stream that began to flow
from the rock, allowing the men
to collect enough to last them
until they were free.
Suiter's Grass( Ky. 31 fescue I
was discovered in Menifee
County. The county abounds in
natural bridges, caves and
a aterfalls.
This county, in Eastern
Kentucky, is rugged beyond
belief Its county seat. Frenchburg is built long and narrow
between towering mountains.
Before the coming of Garrett
Highway-now U.S. 460-the area
was undeveloped in comparison
with counties touched by a more
modern transporation system.

GOLDEN POND, Ky. — The
second annual "Between the Rivers Homecoming" celebration
has been set for August 12 at
the old Fenton Airport east of
Eggner's Ferry Bridge on US 68.
A record crowd of 2,500 persons
is expected this year by the Tennessee Valley Authority and the
planning committee.
There will be no formal entertainment but those willing to contribute their talent and efforts
toward entertainment will be appreciated.
All people having lived in the
area of Between dip Lakes, their
relatives and friends are. invited.
A basket lunch will be served
at noon. Water and restroom facilities will be provided. Those
attending are asked to bring port-

able picnic tables or lawn chairs
if possible.
Additional information may be
obtained by writing or calling the
TVA office at Golden Pond or
any of the following members.
Cadiz, Vance Leneave, George
Biel& Jim Wallace and Geneva
Wallace; Murray, Raymond Matheny, Bill Miller and Junior Cassity; Paducah, Adrian Conner,
Flpy Miller and Braxton Gillihan;
Kuttawa, Terry N. Calhoun; Keyil, Dolly Gillahan, secretary, telephone number 482-387.
WHALE CEIBUS
The sperm whatt population is estimated now at over
800,000 with baleen types
numbering about 260,000 —
CNS
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GREETING
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SPRING & SUMMER MERCHANDISE
Ladies, Mens, Girls, Infants & Boys
Up
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To
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KITCHEN TOWELS

2P1
Multi-Position

Reg. '16.88

*Itite coe

CHAIR

DOUBLE KNIT
FULL BOLT SOLIDS!

60" wide. 2 and 3 yard lengths of beautifully
textured 100% polyester double knits. Perfect
for skirts, quick-to-sew shorts. Totally wrinkle
resistant.

Comfortable, easy -care 100% polyester double
knits. Rich, late-season solids for contemporary
fashions. 58" to 60" wide. Machine washable

regularly 2.98 yd

regularly 4.98 yd.

'188

Floral Print Cushion
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EVERY
SALES PERSON
A SEWING
SPECIALIST I

BUY 2 YARDS
* CANVAS * DUCKS
• JEANS *POPLINS
SOLIDS and PRINTS Galore!

9.88

HOME
CANNERS

7 lit Rack

TROLLING
MOTORS

661

Foam
Cooler

Swivel

BOAT SEAT

FREE!

24"
Motorized
Folding Brazier

GRILL
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l.';7
srleg

24" Portable
Folding Brazier

GRILL
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6.44

20-lb. Bag
$

1 00

-BAR
STOOL
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8.88

$1188
-

BED
SPREADS

CAPRI
BATH
OIL

$500

2P 100
Signal light
Spot light

ACRES OF FREE PARKING *

Ueslaciatma

CHARCOAL

Crushed Velvet Look

32-oz Size

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
*

Central-_ _cm_Lt:Litonday thru Saturday ---

$273
Velvet Tapestry

50;

Twin or Full
Reg.
-147.88 $ 1 397

at our everyday low price
and you get

ILI LK to 8 P.M. •

Assortment
PLASTIC
HOUSE WARE
ITEMS
each 10

FOAM
COOLER

SUPER SEWING SAVER!

YOANRED

Reg. 88'
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Solids and Prints
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GUARANTEED

and
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Service For 8
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/
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WE CAN
PROVE ITI

FLASHLIGHT

MELAMINE
DINNER
WARE

42 Qt

TERRY
CLOTH

REMNANTS

45- wide 50% polyester, 50% cotton
in bright color solids and prints that are
machine washable and dryable

97;
Tufty

37 Piece Set

MultiPosition

DOUBLE KNIT
SAMPLE CUTS!

KETTLECLOTH
SOLIDS and PRINTS

Asst Prints,
Solids, Velours

SUPER SAVING SEWING SPECIALS!

SUPER SEWING SAVER!
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TXX TAKE
According to the American
Petroleum Institute, highwayuser taxes mostly levies on
motor fuels) increased by
more than $767 million nationwide in fiscal 1972 over the
previous 12 months — CNS
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The Royal Society for the
Protection of Birds reports
that a "vicious and cruel"
pole trap outlawed nearly 70
years ago is still being used in
England to kill birds of prey
The trap is placed on a post
in an open space and snaps
shut on the legs of any bird
landing on it, leaving the bird
to hang in agony until it dies
— CNS
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Outlawed bird trap
still being used

We Reserve the Right To-limit Quantities
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FOOD
STORES

Prices Good thru Aug. 7

JOHNSONS

—Limit Rights Reserved—

HOURS: Except Sunday 7 a.m. til 9 p.m.
* Open Noon Sundays *
Giant 50 Oz. Size

Cascade
79'
--Grape:Drink 323/89'
3/89'
Orange Drink.
_ 49"
Cookies
Crackers
25*
Bleach
49' INSTANT TEA
Cookies KceheoTec,ratc:CBhi gpgs
13.79`
Sliced Pork
Steak
79'
Coffee
3/s1w
Margarine
Cheese
BRlatITES
Velveeta

e o

With Coupon

egu• onder
e0

Wagner

DETERGENT

32 OZ.

1

Wagner 32 Oz.

Flavor-Kist Bag

Red & White

If you want to build your ego...want that next
steak or roast you serve to bring warm-hearted approval..,serve Swift's 1)rrtium Ci?ow Beef. It's great
beef irwill please your fily and guests. And, you
know what that does to your egJ

.mr

9
'
1 Lb2

Red & White

Half Gal.

LIPTON

ELS

2-oz.
/
141

Krey

3 OZ. 4

Krey Salisbury

HT

.13 OL 79$

Maxwell House

1-lb. can

Kraft Mirade 1 Lb.

With Coupon Below

Kraft American Slices Single Wrap 120z.79'

g
sun
ia
c

Kraft

10-lb.

Godchaux

3

129

$

—Limit 2—

-.29'
6/$100
99'
29"
39'
39'

75

- Napkins
Cokes
Oil
EE
FF
CO
Towels
29
:Tissue .R.e.d
'Dill Slices-i;aramount
49.
Spray Starch
-Spanish RiceBush 15.15s VIENNA
AG
US
SA
'
39
Gulf Lite
Assorted

Charmin

pl2us deposit or bottles
3

Red & White

10 LBS. --

•

MAXWELL HOUSE INSTANT

48 Oz.

4

Red & White Jumbo Assorted

& Me Assorted Bathroom4 Roll Mtg.
!
Hamburger

•

16 Oz.

10 OL JAR

With Coupon Below

Niagara
With Coupon

22 Oz.

KREY

Charcoal Starter 32 OL

_

X"
-P
- - smire
RED& -cimmiiii
WHITE JOHNSONS.
Liquid Detergent
JOY
Ri5
32
Oz.
With 25-c Coupon -

594

RED&
WHITE

JOHNSCPA
Lipton Instant
TEA
R45

69

3
1F6
Ox.
With 215c.CQUPOD...._
1-7-73

Frosty

Pie Shells
Topping

RED &
WHITE

JOHNSONS
Maxwell House
Instant
RIO
COFFEE
10
t129

Ox.
With 40c Coupon
11-31-73

501.
CAN

310

3/$1'
39'

2 Pack
Acres

Frosty

2-oz.
/
101
hip

2 Lb. $139

_.._

Sugar

* Frozen Foods *

JAR

Frosty Acres

Broccoli Spears

29

8 oz.

*- Produce *
Home Grown

Tomatoes
Lettuce
Cooking Apples
Slaw
Fresh Dill

lb.

head

lb.

12-oz

Fresh,

•

•••
•
•• •

REDS
WHITE

.91111NISONS
SM1
Capri 22 01

REDS
WHITE

CASCADE

SPRAY STARCH
RI5

79'

49'
Expires 8-7-73

JOHNSONS
Wm
awe'a wist

R25
Expires 8-7-73

-.A,";";

•?

bunch

19s
29t
19'
19'
15'

3.c.s.orwaHro
.
7
Ir".

REDS
WHITE

Ru

JOHNSONS
Maxwell House
COFFEE

1 lb. can

79'

Expires 8-31-73
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IT'S EASY

To Place Your
Ledger & Times...

WAN T-ADS
HELP WANTED

Happy Ad
Phone 753-1916
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
o my Nanny and Great Grandmother
SIMMONS

HELP WANTED

•••••••••••••••••••••••••

Help Wanted
AS COOK
YOUNG MAN TO SERVE APPRENTICESHIP
EXPERIENCE
SOME
MANAGER.
KITCHEN
AND
ITY FOR
PREFERRED. EXCELLENT OPPORTUN
PERSON WHIM!TO LEARN.(MO)STARTING PAY
APPEARING
FAST ADVANCEMENT MUST BE NEAT
S.
REFERENCE
GOOD
AND HAVE
SHORT ORDER COOK AND
AISO NEF.D FULL TIME
OPERATOR. GOOD
MACHINE
DISH
PART TIME
APPLY
WORKING CONDITIONS. NO PHONE CALLS.

,Colonial House Smorgasbordi

Love CATHY
:LILLALIAL&AALAAAALLAwsi-uu-s-9-9-1-iiiiiiimuu-L 4•••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••o

753-1916

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at . . .

REAL F-STATE FOR SALE
70 ACRES of top land, Highway
94 west. Also small farm, three
bedroom brick, well and good
improvement. Phone 435A2C
3173.
brick
THREE BEDROOM
veneer house, near downtown, or
will take trade. Phone 7531408.
September 4P
THREE BEDROOM brick house,
carpet throughout, central heat
and air, garage. Five miles north
of Murray. Phone 753-5639. A13C

PAGE THI

NoTtur:

NOTICE

NOTICE

75

University Day Care
Center
15th & Olive
* O.enin. In August
I. Planned teaching program according to age group.
2. Hot lunches
3. Mid Morning di afternoon snacks.
4. Social, emotional & physical development
play, dramatics, art, music & self5. Encouragement of individuality through free
• --expression.
6. Rest & sleep periods.
7. Full time experienced adult supervision.
8. Hours 7 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
9. Operated by Mrs. Jack ( Milly 1 Ward.
10. Ages 3 to school age.

•
•
•

LARGE SHADY lot, located
•
COOK AND companion wanted
corner of Lynn Grove Highway
for middle aged gentlemen. Must
AUCTION SALE
and Johnny Robertson Road.
WANT TO BUY used wheel chair. ELLY'S TERMITE and Pest be free to travel and like outdoors
Phone 753-5671 days or 753-3430
South
100
753-3914
Phone
5:00
after
ontrol,
Phone 753-2988,
A2C
and fishing. White, female, aged
nights.
you
day
A2C 13th Street. "Every
p.m.
35-50, prefe:red. Strict references AUCIION SALE Friday night,
elay lets bugs have their
required and furnished. Write to 641, Paris, Tennessee. Another NEW FOUR bedroom house on
TFC
way."
load from St. Louis. Gate leg
P.O. Box 32R, Murray, KenWill be completed about
WANT TO BUY good set used
A7C table, drop leaf walnut table, Melrose.
tucky.
September 1. Lots of closets and
ladies golf clubs. Phone 753chairs,
old
not
shelf,
what
corner
A3C THE OWE Shoppe. Furniture
12'3[20' master bedroom,
0009.
tools, knock down wardrobe, storage.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
stripping and repairs. 1301 Main,
dining room, family
baths,
2
1
/
2
RESPONSIBLE lamps, glass and dishes. Lots
WANTED
Phone
Queen.
Dairy
the
to
heat
next
central
size
fireplace,
children's
with
room
BUY
TO
W kNT
FOR SALE
August24C person to baby-sit days, ap- more. Auctioneers, Shorty Mc- and air. Decorator color planned ON KENTUCKY Lake; four $10.00 DOWN and $10.00 per
wheel chair Phone Mr. Moody 753-8240.
and James E. Travis(proximately 15 hours a week for Bride-247barge bedrooms, 2 baths, large month will buy a large wooded lot 2 bedroom Mobile Nome II X 42
Exceptional
A1C.
out.
.
and
inside
753-1854
'ITC
one year old, beginning August 278.
A3C kitchen and living area, break- at Keniana Shores. Lake access- Large Lot Only s4,900
home. Phone 7534903.
WASHING, 20. Phone 753-8097
WINDOW
A2P
LILE REAL ESTATE
fast bar, fireplace, central heat central water-all weather
WANT TO BUY three or four
professional, liscensed and inAUCTION
Saturday,
SALE,
city
AUCTION
near
or
in
house
and air, boat dock, large patio. streets. Phone 436-2473 or 436bedroom
Kentucky
BEAUTIFUL
TWO
KY 474.2717
AURORA,
and
sured service. Commercial
AugusWNC
August 4, 10:00 a.m. east edge of Lake lots together, Riverside $35,000.00. Phone 436-5574.
A3C 5320.
could
limits. Will be in Murray August 5
who
men
FOUR
WANTED
1Handyman
Phone
residential.
121.
.
on
Kentucky
Coldwater,
through August 17. Write P.O.
A2C use $87.50 average for 20 hours. Selling to settle the estate of the Drive, Pine Bluff Shores, 16
554-4226,free estimate.
BY OWNER: beautiful shady lot COUNTRY LOTS; trees, water,
Box 128, Jackson,Ohio
miles, from M.S.U. For quick
job for college student. See
Ideal
August1C
BY OWNER 103 acres with tree 100' x 253', beside park. Sharp fireplugs. Extra large. High and
or late ha Stone.
p.m.
45640.
Phone
3:00
owner.
8,
By
Regal
sale-$7850.00.
Golf,
Mr.
Phone 354Nice couch and chair, coffee
Street. Ready for quality home. dry after rains. $3500.00. Phone
FOR ALL your additions,
443-1565. Write L Henderson, 311 adjoining TVA.
8:30 p.m. sharp, Wednesday.
A7P
August6C
Phone (606)549-2494. August27NC Sam Harris 753-8061
emodeling, residential or
end tables, fancy wicker Ashbrook, Paducah,Ky.
8604
and
A6C
A3P
WANT TO BUY 8' camper for commercial. New or old. Free August 1.
rocker, odd chairs and tables,
short wide bed pickup. Must be
quilts, linens and drapes. Lots of
TFC
Call 753-4122,
NATIONAL COMPANY needs picture frames and lamps and
equipped with stove and
refrigerator. Phone 436-5848. A3C OY'S LOCKSMITH Service. lady to do telephone survery what nots, Jenny Lind bed, nice
Must have
TFC work from her home.
maple twin beds, nice little
Phone Paris,642-6551.
private line. Reply giving age breakfast set, fancy oak _dining
WANT TO BUY two used 26"
arid phone number, to P.O. Box chair, real nice electric
bicycles or frames. Phone 753- JERRY'S REFINISHING &
A IC refrigerator and electric stove,
42, Fulton, Ky. 42041.
miles
6
Built Furniture,
A3NC
3712.
almost new Coolerator air conth of Murray on Hwy. 641.
ditioner, color TV., glass, china
Terry McCoy, owner ( 502) 492SERVICMS OFFERED
TFC WANTED BABY-SITTER who and cooking utensils. Many more
will do light housework, 7:30-3:30, good items.
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
Monday through Friday. Must For information phone Chester
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
provide & Miller Auction Service, 435car. Must
-Papering -Painting ' have
topsoil Phone Hardin, 354-4138 or
references. Phone 753-7553 A2P 4042, Lynn Grove. It Pays To
-Canvasing
TFC
354-8161. after 5:00 p.m.
Sell The Chester-Miller Way."
FREE ESTIMATES
A3P
AUCTION SALE
Houghton
BM
NALLY
CARPETS PROFF-SSIO
763-IN1
steam cleaned Phone Carpet
:
TFC
Master 489-2504
4
TIMBER-LODGE on Tenn411
WILL DO barn painting and Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
k
-14aaara
commercial spraying. Rusty Tennessee, will build complete
and
•:
roofs a speciality. Phone 753-0400 fireplaces, starting at only
REDUCED TO SELL is this three bedroom, two bath ;$11:
BEAUTIFUL is the only way to describe the fireplace and
August 13C $695.00. Selection of stones
or 382-2299.
house. It has a large den, carpeted living room, good sized • %
this three bedroom brick. Has entrance hall,
of
neatness
available. Satisfaction
kitchen with built in range, utility and is air conditioned.
baths,dining room, huge utility room,central heat and
R di R ASPHALT Paving. Quality guaranteed. Phone 901-593ALSO incloded in this property is a 72 ft. x 26 ft. workshop •
carpeting, patio, and a lot 100 ft. x 215 ft. It's shady
air,
TFC
work guaranteed. Business and 3534.
and a carport plus a 477 ft. deep lot. It is a real good buy
too.
Mrs. Marjorie Shroat Dunn, Executrix al the Terry
residential Free estimates.
for only $23,000. Located only two blocks from Carter k
Cochran estate, Kirkses, Kentucky has employed Douglas
Phone day or night Mayfield 247 TIMBER-LODGE of TennSchool.
,
Shoemaker to conduct this sale tI3 order to have an estate
TFC Tucky lake, Route 1, Springville,
721/1„
settlement and the sale will start Saturday, August 4th,
will do your stone
LOOKING FOR A BARGAIN check this one out. For only
10:00 a.m. in cooled building, eats and drinks available.
$14,000 you can buy this two bedroom brick house comWILL DO trash and brush work. Large selections of stone.
so
are
sale
this
through
but
sale
antique
an
This is not
TFC
plete with draperies, air conditioner carpeting, garage,
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone Phone 901-593-3534.
many desirable pieces.
beautiful landacape.d lot.
and
TFC
17113-6130.
Will sell nine rooms of good furniture, 2 bedroom suites.
DRESS MAKING and alterations
and
living
closets,
metal
large
2
refrigerator.
stove,
in my home. Phone 436.LOOKING FOR A FARM?
__FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
dining room furniture,9 (2-4) stark electric heaters, fans,
August21C
5625.
TFC
753-7850.
installation. Phone
lamps,(one oil( 2 trunks, new cot, chairs, rugs.?A pictures
We might have what you want in one of these.
and frames, (small) depression platters, powder
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
box animal-lid, Japan and Italian pieces, odd glass, tea
HEARING Electric Complete pump repair
A
WOKING FOR A FARM? We might have what you want
HAVING
pitchers and glasses, old shaving set, copper bucket, 3 one
old
in one of these.
check your'
us
Let
service.
PROBLEM?
gallon jars, lap spread for buggy, cast iron ash-tray, 1902
pump for you before you buy a
school groups and business papers, flat irons, old center
140 acres approximately half of it tendable now some
For free bearing test a
new one. 24 hour emergency
table round legs, large Coca Cola clock, sausage mill,
more could be cleaned up without much expense. Has a
753-4632.
call
consultation
the SECOND time is this extra large
service. Phone 753for
REDUCED
collection of old ear keys 1500) quilts, linens, brass *ash
floors for
tobacco barn,stock barn, tobacco bases, stockmatter and
August21C
5643.
business building on the Court Square. Three full
board,junk and boxes and boxes not dug into yet.
and it is
all
in
ft.
sq.
is about 7 miles from town.Only $175 per acre.
12,000
Over
storage.
or
ng
merchandisi
Garage and Store Pieces
us for an appointment today, and
ROY HARMON finish carpenter. ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign
Call
buy.
good
real
a
Old time fancy 12 foot counter used by Flern Hass and
145 acres with some good tendable land, gi AlLi-bacco
Houses trimmed -cabinets- company, 607 South 4th Street.
inspect it yourself.
W. B. WhIt Dulaney, floor scales, Adding machine,
excellent supply of stock water, tobacco'T stock
base,
formica tops-doors-remodeling phone 753.4346.
August7C
writer, paint, books on-mechanics, hand made shop
check
.
three
good location.
and
barn
this
workmanship
on
yours
Quality
specialist.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION is
chair, air compressor, chain and hydraulic hoist, batteryAugustl1NC WINDOW
Phone 753-0790.
Exx 208 shady lot, outside storage
142
a
WASHING
has
It
brick.
bedroom
tester and charger, ping cleaner, electric saw. spray and
A RESTORERS DREAM is this Stately Old house with a
perienced. Very reasonable
building, carpeting, dining room, den, living room with
drills, 5 tool boxes, hand wrenches, power wrench or two,
only
for
view of the lake either from the upstairs or down stairs
bargain
real
a
is
and
prices. Phone 767-2352, Mr.
•
fireplace, central gas heat,
railroad iron anvil, vise, 5 saws, 25 electric motors, jacks,
porches. has two fireplaces, and nine rooms total. We
August9C
Thompson.
$4_750.
- plumbing snake,,ainks, water pump, plumbing pieces,
grant you it needs some work on it but you can buy it
Will sell peas $1.09 a
barrow, and shelves of old model car parts, 1950
wheel
two
has
enough to do it and have a wonderful place to live
cheap
brick
bedroom
three
This
bushel. Butter Beans $1.50
PAINTING-EXTERIOR, InAN EXTRA nice house.
back tail pipes, water pumps, scrap mowers and any
range, dishwasher,
air,
and
heat
central
per bushel. Phone Donald
baths,
terior. For free estimates phone
full
amount of useful junk. Formall cub, belly mower, cycleONLY TWO MILES from downtown and on a great big lot
Brittain 753-2293.
disposal, beautiful drapes, concrete drive to the double
Sammie Atkins Painting &
cutter, plow, disc, cultivator, blades all good looking
something
is this three" bedroom brick. It has dining room, living
For
extras.
more
many
and
patio
estimate.
Deeorating for free
garage,large
equipment also 1961 Mercury Monterey car good tires and
room, bath and garage and has recently been decorated.
now.
one
Al4C
this
see
nice
Phone 437-4534.
really
oil.
lots of heating furnaces gas and
It can be yours with a good garden spot foi only $20,000.
•
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Through Mr. Owen Billington pith Strout Real estate
Ilitunbing-eleetrieal-roding and
right
That's
$21,250.
only
for
BRICK
A FOUR BEDROOM
and Mtn-ray Insurance agencies we will offer the real
AUTOS
FOR
SALE
right on the
good
cottage
a
OF
and
LAND
AN
ACRE
are
There
buy.
days
or
carpentry. Phone 753-5897
and you're right when you say it is a good
property which is unusual due to locdtion and potential
SHORES OF KENTUCKY LAKE. SOME LOTS have sold
gas
753-7625 nights.
with
TFC
fireplace
drapes,
conditioners,
air
baths,
two
possibilities. Property located at crossing of blacktop
FORD-1968, 42 ton pickup. V8,
for more than this place and it is worth the money at
logs, full basement and much more. We'll make you an
highways 299 and 464 and bounded on two sides by same,
radio, standard transmission,
$22,500.
convenience.
your
at
it
AUTOS FOR SALE
see
to
appointment
area
from
four
in
trade
the
a
directions,
of
being center
new tires. Very good condition.
A4P
good agriculture section of the county, close to university,
$1050.00. Phone 753-0289.
Sport.
Rally
68
CAIdER0-19
•
factories, churches, schools, post office, and good comRed with black vinyl top. Full CHEVROLET PICKUP-1967,
munity. These things make it a good place for a beauty
power, factory air. Phone 753- long wheel base, standard shift.
shop, antique place, fabric and wood-working place,
A2C Good condition. 1501 Glendale
7836.
restaurant, garage, fruit and vegetable stand, and mans
A3C
WHEN IT COMES TO REAL ESTATE . .
Road. Phone 753-7867.
other businesses.
OPEL KADET-1968 Rally
We plan to offer the brick two-stun garage, store and
SEE
Sport. Approximately 28 miles to BUICK SKYLARK-1969, six
barber shop on first floor and the 4 and 5 room apartments
gallon. Excellent condition. cylinder, good gas mileage.
with bath at end of corridor on second floor as one unit, as
Phone 753-2864 after 1:00
Excellent condition. $1150.00.
one could have home and business reads to move in and
p.m.A6P Phone 489-2331 or 489-2530. MC
start at once. This will sell first and the 1 and one fourth
acre adjoining on the north with beautiful building site
and two large buildings will sell second. then sell both
('HEVROLET PICKUP-1971
HELL, WANTED
together and for the most money. Real estate sells at 1
Cheyenne, straight shift, V8.
p.m.
Price $2250.00. 1970 Chevrolet
SEWING SKILLS required.
Executrix Mrs. Marjorie Shroat Dunn is selling to settle
pickup, V8, automatic, $1750.00.
B
Big
only
in person
12th & Sycamore
the estate with 10 percent down das of sale balance with
A3C ipply
Phone 474-2378.
Cleaners Central Shopping
deed, however she asks for right to reject high bids. Open
A IC
Office Phone 753-1651
Center.
for inspection Thursday and Friday of this week.
FOR RENT OR LEASE
This will he a long but well organized sale, selling from
WANTED EXPERIENCED
1111111S_AOME PHONE
shelves,piles and boxes with good pfeets throughout the
----FARM HOME, modern, partly sewing machine operators for
Please
sale. Not responsible for accidents or lost purchases.
_,Lfurnished, 05LUtterback Road, evening shift, 4:00 to 8:00.
Ray Roberts
_753-5583_
--GT6Cre- -Cdfr-4
two blocks from .'afifaTrii- a ppli- To Se
Douglas Shoemaker of Shoemaker
Street,
Auction and
T. C. Collie
41:
753-6086
753-5122
chen, off 641, one mile earn poration, 415 South1:004thand 3:30
Lela Reed Parker
Livestock Co. in charge of sale. Phone
753-3375, Murray.
K y.
Murray. $100 00 per month. Murray, between
•
•
A2C
A2C p.m.
.• V.
Phone 492-8452
WANT TO BUY

SERVICES OFFERED

Watch for Opening House Ad In The
or 753-9135
Phone 753-4478 Ledger & Times

74:4A
74E.
ROBERTS REALTY is selling property every day and we always need good listings ti
to replace those that have been sold. Four qualified brokers are always ready to
assist you in buying, or selling your property, so call one of them now. If you
have property to sell, list with Roberts Realty Today.

MU
To all
tower(
needy

Call:
Write

REAL ESTATE, HOUSEHOLD
EQUIPMENT

AUCTION

* Member of Multiple Listing

Buying - Selling - Appraising - Managing

Bit

Holt

-Pt

RUMMA
3:00 p.m
Hardin.
Church

WILL
car wit(
Chrysle
Parking
Saturdal
Nix, 753
for any
accident
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Call
7516 Sell
NOTICE

It With A Classified Ad
NOTICE

NOTICE

SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE:
5 H.P. riding mower,$206.95, B &
S Engine. 7 H.P. electric start
riding mower, 30" cut, $319.95, B
& S Engine. Roby Sales, Highway
September 4C
68, Benton, Ky.

•

SUMMER CLEARANCE on all
Armstrong large truck tires.
First line:
825 x 20-10 ply 136.00 + $6.14

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
co.ao,."
•
•
• n`{OU I RE GOING 10 6ET A LOT OF PEOPLE
•
N TROUBLE SOMEDAY,"
4=i)

0

•
S
NE
•
LA
TE
ET
CORV
Phone 753-2202•

• 015 Main Street
•

,me 11 X 42
)0.

•
•

ca

FOR SALE
FOR SALE

75C371119 1 6

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

View

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
.•
•
•
•
No-Tap Tournament •
•
Friday, August 3, 1973
•
•
•
8:00
•
• - COME ONE ... COME ALL!!
•
•
ANYONE CAN ENTER THIS TOURNAMENT
• 5 Prizes To Be Given Away!
•
•
•
•
* * AUGUST 1 * *
•
•
The sign-up list will be ready for the Fall
•
•
and Winter Leagues. All those wanting to
•
bowl in this league, please come and sign up.

IR SALE

Another

J
l'OR SALE

First Greeter Western Kentucky

Antiques Show

900 x 20-10 ply $46.18 +- 17.33
1000 x 20-12 ply $59.95 + $9.10
1000 x 22-12 ply $62.34 + $9.98
Arrnstrongs best highway tread
truck tire.
825 x 20-10 ply $44.16 + $6.14
900 x 20-10 ply $55.34 + $7.33
1000 x 20-12 ply $66.68 1- $9.00
1000 x 22-12 ply $70.22 + $9.98
Armstrongs Best traction type
truck tires.
825 x 20-10 ply $55.21 + $7.25
900 x 20-10 ply $61.14 + $8.51
1000 x 20-10 ply $73.09 + $10.52
Armstrong Best lug type tire:
825 x 20-10 ply $53.89 + 17.25
900 x 20-10 ply $59.92 + $8.51
1000 x 20-10 ply 173.21 + $10.52
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
September 4C
Ky.

Sale

Paducah, Kentucky

CABANA CLUB CONVENTION CENTER
2045 Beltline Highway

August 3, 4, 5, 1973
Daily 1:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Sunday 1:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Admission - $1.25 at Door

Quality Dealers, Free Parking,
Excellent Food
Sponsored by

The Lourdes Hospital Auxiliary

•

ME at the sidewalk sale, PEACHES, $6.00 bushel. This
3, in front of Belk's. week is the pick of the peach
E twin beds,
be some surprises. season. We are picking our best BARGAIN TIRES - Armstrong SOLID MAPL
will
There
gs and mattress with
french marble top armoire,
sprin
ory
invent
t
A2NC
presen
while
p.
peas
hull
Waldro
made
Gerald
varieties now. Purple
wool
antique cane back couch, 2
775-825-845 by dresser, $300.00. Four all
$4.00 bushel. Green beans, $6.00 lasts. 4 ply nylon
Phone
each.
$15.00
rugs,
handmade four poster single beds
floral
m
Custo
FOR SALE
.
bushel. Corn picked daily. 14" or 15" $15.06+$2.80
A3P
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Skylab Two Astronauts
i
Beg n Day of Experiment
But the work essentially was
completed Tuesday and Bean, a
Navy captain, reported the lab
was almost shipshape.
The sickness also forced postponement until Saturday of a
space walk that had been
oratory.
planned for Tuesday by GarexEmphasis was on medical
non and Lousma. Purpose of
scientific
some
but
s.
periment
excursion will be to replace
the
as
well
as
d,
work was schedule
in an array of solar telea checkout of earth resources film
to erect a new prophotosertsors to be used later in scopes and
to reinforce
sunshade
tective
the week
the Skylab 1
by
installed
one
Astronauts Alan L. Bean, Dr. crew in May.
Owen K. Garriott and Jack R.
The astronauts also began an
Lousma were in the fifth day of experiment to determine how
their record 59-day mission.
two minnows react to weighAll three reported Tuesday tlessness while swimminig in a
they were feeling much better container of water.
after bouts with motion sick"They seem to be completely
ness in their weightless world. disoriented," Garriott reported.
They were well enough Tues- "They're swimming pitched
day to forego medication for down in small circles. They aptheir queasy stomachs, but they parently think they're climbing
still didn't have too much of an and they're pitching down to
appetite at meal time.
overcome that.... They're swimThe motion sickness slowed ming in very tight circles. They
their work and they, fell more can't make up their minds
than a day behind in setting up which is up or down."
housekeeping in the laboratory.

vt.

SPACE CENTER, Houston
AP -- Reporting they were
-feeling in very good shape,"
the Skylab 2 astronauts today
began their first full day of experiments in their orbiting lab-
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BY L.J. HORTIN
As Murray State University,
"in the Heart of Jackson's
Purchase," prepares to start a
new half century this fall, seine
20,000 alumni will be thinking of
Murray's "first day of school."
Fifty years ago-on September 24, 1923-Murray State
Normal School opened its doors
for the first time with 202
students present-67 men and
135 women. With Dr. John
Wesley Carr as first president,
the -new Normal" was meeting
in the Murray }Ugh School. The
City School Board had donated
the use of "entire lower floor of
the High School building to the
new students."
The Paducah News-Democrat
of Jan. 13, 1924, described the
opening day audience of September 24 as "the largest and
most enthusiastic audience ever
assembled for an educational
gathering in Jackson's Purchase."
Tax Commissioner Rainey T.
Wells, founder of the new
Normal School, was there on
opening day along with many
- other officials. "We sang 'Mine
Eyes Have Seen the Glory' "
Dr Carr often related in later
yegrs.
state
George - 'Colvin,
superintendent of instruction,
made the opening address.
Other speakers included Prof.
J.L. Harman, a member of the
Normal School Commission and
president of Bowling Green
Business University; W.J.
Webb of Mayfield; David
Johnson of Clinton; Lawrence
Cooper of Benton; Senator W.L.
Green of Smithland; and Miss
Inez Lutes, superintendent of
Fulton County Schools.
The faculty for the first
includett--lhe
semester
following: Dr. Carr, president;
Miss Mary N. Moss, professor
of English; Mrs. Belle Walker,
head of the science department;
E.H. Smith, professor of
mathematics; W.M. Caudill,
professor of geography and
history; James H. Hutchinson,
head of the department of
education; I.H. Koffman, instructor in History and English
and athletic director; Mrs.
Stella Pennington, music instructor. G.A. Murphey was
secretary to Dr. Carr.
The first classes ever to meet
at Murray State began Tuesday
"'morning, Septem9er 2..t, 1923,
the day after the opening
session. By Wednesday morning, "the school was running
as smoothly as a century old
institution, "Joseph B. Phillips,
writer for the Paducah NewsDemocrat, reported.
Who were the students that
enrolled that first semester.
September 24, 1923, to Feb. 1,
1924? Since the purpose of the
school was, "of course, to train
teachers," they were mainly
potential teachers who were
enrolled to obtain teaching
certifihates.
Reconds in Dean Wilson
Gantt's office indicate that the
total enrollment for the first
semester was 207. This number
Is 5 larger than Dr. Cart's
report of 202 the first day. These
included 120 who were of high
-Sehbblitteel, MT*1 Wee'oT
college rank. There were 140 coeds-65 college, and 75 high
school.

Calloway Countians comprised the vast majority of the
student body at "Murray State
Normal" -over 130 out of 207
enrolled.
It was Calloway County and
Murray that contributed
$117,000 to establish the new
institution in Murray. Murray
was chosen as the site on
September 1, 1922, in the office
of the Chairman of the Normal
School Commission, Judge E.C.
O'Rear.
For the past 15 months,
Murray State University has
been celebrating its 50th Anniversary. The observance has
been focused on three major
events and dates:
1. On March 8, 1922, Governor
Edwin P. Morrow signed the
Bill authorizing the establishment of two educational normal
schools in Kentucky-one in
Eastern Kentucky and one in
western Kentucky. This date
could be regarded as "Charter
Day.''
2. On September 1, 1922 the
Normal School Commission
chose Murray as the site of the
new normal school in western
Kentucky. It was to be
established as -Murray State
Normal School." This date
marks the location of the
college with Murray as its
home.
3. On September 24, 1923,
Murray State Normal School
opened its doors with 202
student enrolled. This marks
the operational beginning of
Murray State University with
faculty, students, curriculum,
and a building in which to
conduct classes.
Formal plans for observance
of the 50th Anniversary of the
opening of School at Murray
state have not been announced.
Some students who were here 50
years ago have suggested that a
reenactment of the opening day,
September 24, 1922, would be
appropriate.
They
have
suggested that this could be an
assembly of all the surviving
members of the first student
body as honor guests along with
the families or relatives of the
first faculty, regents and other
notables. The meeting could
possibly be held in the Laune
Wells Lovett Auditorium. - -To assist friends and alumni
in reviewing the history of Murray State University, the
names and addresses of
students enrolled the first
semester are printed herewith
•as coipes from records in the
Registrar's office:

FIRST SEMESTER
MURRAY STATE
NORMAL SCHOOL
September 24, 1923
to February 1, 1924
+College students
Others, high school
Adams, Iris, Murray, Ky., R 4
Adams, Odell, Murray, Ky., fr
4.
Allen, Jewel, Almo, Ky., R. 1.
Armstrong, (lorene, Murray.
Ky
Armstrong, Irene, Lynn Grove,
Ky.
Arnett,-Cord -Lvrar Grove;-.Kv.-Arnett'Eufaula, Murray, Ky.,
R. 8.
Arne
3.

+Arnett, Euva, Lynn Grove, Cunningham, Irene, Murray, +Hopkins, Orene, Wingo, Ky., +Rains, E. B., Murray, Ky.
Ky.
Rains, Joseph, Murray, Ky., R.
R. I
Askew, Velma, Alm, Ky.
Darne1L•Nfary2durray, Ky , R. +Hopkins, Troy, Clinton, Ky. 7.
+Bagwell, Mayme, Murray,
+halyard Wit*
Murray, +Rains, L. A. Murray, Ky.
Ky 'en..-Ereenaszt._,Murray,
--Davidsore-Sylvia, Boarrfcy...R1.
-Bagwell, Ralph, Murray, Ky., 1.
+Hutchens, R.T., Murray, Ky. Ky., R. 3.
Ky.
R. 6.
+Denham, lArinnie, Murray, +Holton,
Hattie
Laura, +Redden, Lee, Wingo,
+Richardson, Elizabeth,
+Barnes, Maurine, Wingo, Ky. Ky., R. 4.
Murray, Ky
Barnett, Collie, Murray, Ky., R. +Derrington. Vergie, Lynn Imes, Floe, Almo, Ky.
Murray, Ky.
4 Richardson, Kelpie, Sedalia,
5.
Grove, Ky., R. 1.
+Inman, lima, Benton, Ky.
Barnett, Van, Murray, Ky., R. Diuguid, William, Murray, Ky. Joiner, Audrey, Hickory, Ky., Ky
Roberts, Grogan, Murray, Ky.
5.
+Dobson, Grace, Sedalia, Ky. R. 3.
Beane, Flort 'armington, Ky., +Douthitt, Vada, Wingo, Ky. +Jones, Hilda, Murray, Ky., R. Roberts, Halline, Murray, Ky.
R. 2.
+ Sale, Elsie, Murray, Ky.
+Edwards,Cleburn, Hazel, Ky. 1.
+Beasley, Clara, Benton, Ky. +Edwards, Elna, Lynnville, Jones, Holman, Murray, Ky. R. Shelton, Pratt, Clay, Ky.
+Smith, Maggie Ellis, Murray,
Boughter, Bernice, Smithland, Ky.
3.
R. 4.
Erwin, Lochie, Murray, Ky., R. +Jones, Pauline, Fulton, Ky.
K3c- "
•
Bowen, Isabel. Hazel, Ky.
4.
Jones, Roxie, Murray, Ky., R. 8. Span, Cross, Murray, Ky.
Sparkman, Thelma, Murray,
Boyd, Dwight, Murray, Ky., R. 4- Farmer, Lucille, Murray, Ky. Kelly, Paschal, Hazel, Ky
Ky.
4
Farmer, Nell, Murray, Ky.
+Lamb, Burline, Hazel, Ky.
+ Boyd, Kathleen, Murray, Ky. Folwell, Annie, Almo, Ky. R. 1. +Lassiter, Homer, New Con- Stephens, Gertrude, Murray,
+Bradley, Edward, Murray, +Ford, Geneva, Sedalia, Ky. cord, Ky.
Ky., R. 4.
Ky
Ford, Thelma, Murray, Ky.
Lassiter, Ola, Murray, Ky., R. Stokes, Edwin, Murray, Ky., R.
+Bradley, Frances, Murray, +French, Irtne, Utica, Ky.
7.
7.
Ky.
+Fuqua, Amy, Farmington, +Lassiter, Oury, New Concord, +Stone, Helen, Benton, Ky., R.
4
Brandon,011ie, Murray. Ky., R. Ky.
Ky.
1.
+Fuqua, Nell, Farmington, Ky
Murray,
Ky.
Purdom,
Lassiter,
Brewer, Linnie, Mayfield, Ky., Futrelle, Willie A., Murray, Ky
Lassiter, Reva, Hazel, Ky., R.
R. 1.
+Gentry, C.H., Paducah, Ky. 2.
Bridges, Leuel, Kirksey, Ky., R. R. 4.
+Lawrence, Mabel, Wingo, Ky.
1.
+Gingles. Hal, Murray, Ky.
+Lawrence, Ruth, Lynn Grove,
Broach, Harry G. Murray, Ky., +Graham. Carman, Murray, Ky.
R. 2.
Ky.
Lawson, Maudena, Murray, Ky.
Brown, Charles, Murray, Ky. +Grubbs, John Brent, Hazel, Lee, Edna, Hazel, Ky.
+Brown, Dimple, Murray, Ky. Ky.
Lipford, Marelle, Murray,
Brown, Wesley, Murray, Ky.
Murray, R. 6.
Mavis,
+Hamilton,
Bucy, Hughlette, Murray, Ky.
Lovins, Otis, Brandon,
Burnett, Ens, Murray, Ky., R. Ky.
+Lowry, Lucille, Murray, Ky.
Murray,
Ky,
Mariaune,
Hanes,
4.
Later, Novella, Murray, Ky.
R.
6.
Burnett, Willie, Murray, Ky., R.
+Hargrove, Grace, Far- Later, Robert, Murray, Ky. R.
4.
mington,
Ky., R. 3.
+Carter, Daphin, Murray, Ky..
+Mabry, Maurine, Melber, Ky.
Far+Hargrove,
Laurin*,
Cathcart, Byron, Murray, Ky.
R. I.
mington,
Ky.
+Chambers, Bal, Paducah,
+Harper, Ruth, Water Valley, +Martin, Mary E., Paducah,
Ky.0.107 S. 3rd St.
Ky.
Cherry, Winnie, Murray, Ky. Ky.
+Mayer, Andrew. Hazel, Ky.
Hart,
Bernard,
Paris,
Tenn.
Chrisrnan, Olalia, Hazel, Ky.
Mayer,
Elizabeth, Murray, Ky.
Clark, Lila, Mayfield, Ky., R. 9. Hartsfield, Fred, Murray, Ky„. +Mayer, Jacob, Haze], Ky.
R.
8.
+Cochrurn, Lucille, Lynnville,
Mayfield, Ky.
Hartsfield, Verona, Murray, Meadows, Nona,
Ky.
Murray, Ky.
Melugin,
Blanch,
Coles, Clarence, Murray, Ky. Ky., R. 8.
Melugin, Newton, Murray, Ky.
Hendon,
Murra)r,
Ky.,
R.
Larue,
+Conner, Lena, Wingo, Ky.
Miller, Maxine, Hazel, Ky.
5.
Cook, Artie, Murray, Ky., R. 6.
4
Miller, Robye, Murray, Ky.,
Hicks, Aileen, Murray, Ky.,--R,
Cox, Nina, Murray, Ky.
R. 4.
7.
Cox, Otis, Murray, Ky.
Hicks, Ardenia, Murray, Ky. Miller, Susie, Murray. Ky.'., R. 4.
Crass, Dewey, New Concord,
• Hicks, Lucille, Fulton, Ky., R. -4-Montgomery. Bob, New
Ky.
Concord, Ky.
4.
+Crawford. Manaune, Lynn
Holcomb, Dillard, Murray, Ky. +Montgomery, Charles, New
Grove, Ky
Holland, Girvis, Tobacco, Ky. Concord, Ky.
+Crawford, Sylvia, Murray,
-± Holland Jesse, Murray, Ky., 4 Montgomery Paul, New
Ky.
Concord, Ky.
408 N. 7th.
+Crisp, Dwight, Murray, Ky
Morris, Ophelia, Murray, Ky.
+
Hood,
Anna,
Murray,
Ky.
Culpepper, Harty, Murray, Ky.
+Morrison, Alma, Columbus,
Ky.
Morton, Louise, Murray, Ky.
McAtee, Ott B., Cadiz, Ky. McCuiston, Hall, Hymon, Ky.
+McElarath,Thomas, Murray,
Ky.
Ralph Nanny, Murray, Ky., R.
1.
Nix, Mayme, Hazel, Ky.
Oglesby, Brown, Murray, Ky.,
R. 2.
Oliver, Hugh C., Murray, Ky.
+Oliver, Mildred, Murray, Ky.
Orr, Goldie, Murray, Ky.
Outland, Rhoda. Almo, Ky.
Page, Christine, Murray, Ky.,
1108 Pop. St.
Parks, Dewey, Murraic-Xy., R.
4.
Parks, Eurah, Murray, Ky.
Paschall, Goldie, Murray, Ky.
R. 6.

+Vivrette, Minnie Dee, Clinton,
Ky., R. 2.
Waldrop, Elizabeth, Murray,
K9.
Waldrop, Mabel, MUstray, 41(y.
Miry, Mtefay, K77
Box312.
+Wear, Annette, Murray, Ky.
+Wear, lone, La Center, Ky.
+Wells, Oren, Murray, Ky.
Wheeler, Clara, Lynnville, Ky.
Thompson, Herman, Lamasco, White, Eureta, Hazel, Ky.
Ky.
Whitlock, Mary, Murray, Ky.,
Thurmond, Cleo, Mayfield, Ky., R. 3.
+Whitnell, Mayme, Murray,
R. 6.
Thurmond, Perrye, Murray, Ky.
Wilcox, Lorena, Murray, Ky.,
Ky., R. 6.
R. 7.
+Thweatt, Wilma, Hardin, Ky. Willoughby, Uldine, Murray,
Turner, Mary, Murray, Ky.
Ky.
Usrey, Eupherna, Hardin, Ky. Wilson, Cardelle, Murray, Ky.
Vaughan, Kate, Hazel, Ky.
+Wooldridge, Margaret, Hazel,
Ky.
Venable. Keith, Murray, Ky.
Worthing, Desiree, Murray„,s
+Vincent, Mary Lou, Lynn- Ky., R. 2.
ville, Ky.
Wrather, Prentice, Murray, Ky.
Stubblefield, Marelle, Murray,
Ky., R. 6.
+Swann, Lorene, Murray, Ky.
Tatum, Roy, Gilbertsvilk,,Ky.
Taylor, Bert,•Hasei,-44y.
Taylor, Clara, Murray, Ky., 421
S. 8th
Taylor, Ruth, Murray, Ky., 421
S. 8th.
Thomas, Bertie, Kirksey, Ky.

August
3rd & 4th

Annual
City-Wide
Sale
The Most

Gigantic Sales
Promotion
oflhe Year
Sidewalks and Streets filled
with the Greatest Buys Ever!

Bargains Galore!

Don't miss the fun and excitement
of these 2 Big Days!

+Paschall, Viola, Murray, Ky.
Paschall, Wildy, Murray. Ky.,
R. 6.
Patterson, Lida Sue, Hazel, Ky.
Peterson, Frances, Benton,
Phillips,' Fred, Murray, Ky.

J. W. CARR, hoeidonat. Murray State ?germs! 3theel

7.
+Putman, Fleda, Hardin, Ky.

Downtown and all Shopping Centers in Murray are
participating in this Sidewalk Sale..
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Southside
Shopping
Center
12th &
Story

Northside
Shopping
Center
10th &
Chestnut

Due to the Price Freeze
and Shortage of Beef, we
will not be able to have a
meat item in the ad this
week.

TOTAL KITCHEN
COLLECTION
Bake-and-Sene Ware — Matching Glassware From Federal
THIS WEEKS
FEATURE ITEM

BUYING POWER
AT YOUR IGA STORE
START YOUR SET TODAY

A Lovely Assortment Of Matching
Completer Pieces Is On Display
And Available At Greatly Reduced
Prices.
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STORE POLICY
By SFC

Just Low Prices!!
No Stamps * No Games
No $5.00 Forced Purchases
Del Monte
Pineapple-Grapefruit
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Parkway Tolls

Lowly Bean Can Be Transformed
by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council

BUTTER AND SWEET COEN
Several years ago, I wrote a them over horses, or camels, or
summer column on how to cook other domestic animals, the stride
fresh corn out of doors It was so of the animal agitated the milk
popular I'm repeating some of it in the bags until butter was
today And just thinking about it formed.
makes any mouth water.
It is believed this first happenIt is surprising how many men ed by accident but that once
do not know how to cook corn tasted, butter was thereafter
over an open fire, or charcoal. So made on purpose.
many are expert in charcoal broilThere are many references in
ing steaks, hamburgers, hot dogs the Bible to butter. Hindus re— even chicken. Probably this is corded their fondness for butter
because their wives are quite ex- more than 3,500 years ago.
pert at boiling corn in the kitchen.
Rkh Is Vitamin A
But as glorious as corn is —
Butter is a rich source of vitaby any cooking means — my favbrite is corn cooked over char- min A. It also contains vitamin D,
coal, or when the fire has died vitamin E, calcium, phosphorus,
down to embers So men, here's sodium and potissium. The energy value of butter is 33 calorhow it's done.
ies per teaspoon, the same as
Strip the Basks
margarine, but less than that of
Strip the husks to the end of cooking and salad oils.
each ear but don't tear them off
In the U.S., virtually all comGet rid of the silk- ande soak the mercially prepared butter is
ears in cold water for a half hour made from pasteurized sweet
Then drain the ears and brush cream. The cream from more
them with melted butter. and than 10 quarts of milk is needed
sprinkle with salt and pepper. to make 1 pound of butter. ModAfter pulling the husks up ern cylindrical or barrel churns
around the corn again, wrap each are capable of producing as many
ear in foil and twist each end as 5,000 pounds of butter per
tightly to close.
churn per hour.
You should turn tach ear froFederal standards employ a nuquently and they should be done mencal score that is based on
to your taste in about 25 minutes butter's texture, flavor, and other
What a delicacy. And you can characteristics. U.S. Grade AA,
the grade generally available in
add more butter if you wish.
Speaking of butter, it has a I most stores, lits a score of 03.
Grade A butter has a score of 02,
glamorous and ancient history.
Butter probably was first dis- indicating a slightly, lower qualcovered by Prehistoric herdsmen. ity. Grade B scores 90.1:1radeC is
When.they poured milk or cream 89 and is used for coismercial
Into animal-akin bags and hung purposes only

OIPIP

By SFC JERRY WORK

Golfer Saves Child's We
• Little Bobby Jackson is
mighty happy First Lieutenant
Randy Ottinger detided to play
golf May Zlith. He wouldn't be
alive, otherwise.
BObby was playing with some
other children in a flooded area
surrounding what is normally a
water hazard near the 10th hole
at Cole Park golf course, Fort
Campbell, Kentucky.
Randy, a first lieutenant in
the Army, approached the 10th
hole with three buddies just in
time to see Bobby step into a
steep dropoff and go down. He
swam out to the boy, pulled him
out, and applied mouth-tomouth resuscitation. Meanwhile, one of his Army Buddies
was calling an ambulance
which rushed Bobby to a nearby
hospital where he was treated
and released.
Co-Ed Camp
In Dixieland
Fort McClellan, Alabama,
will be the site of co-ed youth
camp for young people between
the ages of 15 and 18 this
summer.
-the- U.S.
Forestry Service, the program
involves resources and conversation work in Talladega
National Forest. The young
campers will live in spare Army
barracks at the post. The Army
will select 340 campers from
thousands of applications
submitted by Alabama youths
across the state. Those selected
will reflect a variety of social,
economic
and
racial
backgrounds. They will receive
room and board plus $300 for the
eight-week program
Question Of The Week
III have a civilian job skill,
will! get a chance to use it in the
Army.
Chances are quite good that
you will. It naturally depends on
the openings at the particular
time you enlist, but generally
the Army is very anxious to put
your ability to work. Generally,
you'll enter the Army at a
higher rank if you have a skill,
particularly in a field like
medicine or one of the building
trades.
Cash Enlistment Bonus
The Army has extended the
$2500 Cash Bonus Enlistment
Option in the combat arms
branch of Infantry, Armor, and

Two-thirds of world
has insufficient food
Colorado State University
reports that two billion people
— two-thirds .of the world's
poPulation — have an. insufficient food supply.
--fttoorr deaths- from starvation every day —
CM

Artillery. Along with the Cash
Bonus, an enlistee may pick
where he want to work, either in
the states or overseas.
More information can be
obtainid from your Army
Representative Sergeant Jerry
Work at the Mayfield Shopping
Plaza or you can call 2474525
for an appointment.

concerned only with our -local
varieties and ways to prepare
then Since beans lack the
glamour and excitement of the
The Ask
exotic and exposive foods, a
is
little
experimenting
necessary to turn them into
interesting meal "items."
When serving beans to our
family you can be sure they are
getting a generous amount of
an
are
nutrition. Beans
of food
excellent source
enegery, protein, iron and B
vitamins. Since the protein in
beans is incomplete, a small
amount of animal protein
(meat, cheese, eggs or milk)
should be added to the meal to
make the protein complete.
Always use the water from
presoaking beans for cooking.
Got a "seek* or•commeat about immaeisakingf Address This retains the flavor and
nutrients. If you cook with hard
Asket Basket," la care of Wt. Sally Weird, water
lit.
add % tsp. soda to the
Route 1, flpflagville, Team. Mt
presoak water. Be careful to use
only that amount since soda can
Here are two rather unusual bean recipes you might like to
destroy nutritive value and
fun
try.
Usually, beans are prepare(
in a few limited ways. Evei
PINTO BEAN PM
thought of changing the way yoi
1 C. bronw sugar
cook beans' Here are some nee
1 number 2 can pinto beans
the
to
prepare
ways
lav. C. white sager
commonplace bean. You may
1 stick margarine
even want to call them by their
4 eggs, well beaten
more sophisticated name
1.tsp. vanilla
"legumes."
Drain beans well. Mash thoroughly. Cream margarine,
BLACK BEAN SOUP
sugar and eggs together. Add remaining ingredients and mix
Yes, these unusual beans can
well. Pow into an unbaked 9 inch pie shell. Bake 10 minutes
be purchased locally in our
at 400 degrees then reduce heat to 350 degrees and bake for 35
stores. Their flavor is rich and
minutes longer or until pie is firm. Gaol before cutting. Serve
succulent. . .a delightful and
good
very
isn't
pie
This
P.S.
cream.
ice
vanilla
topped with
hearty addition to any meal.
without the ice cream with it.
1 pound black beans
Mrs. B. K. Marshall, Paris,Tenn.
cup chopped onion
1 cup chopped clery and leaves
% cup chopped carrots
Dear Sally,
eup doffed greeri
0
.
Here is a recipe for The Asket Basket it you an9t-11
Ourfamity bitesiramil.lhiak join'readers will like li.INIT- % cup tomatoes
-1 ham bone or silt pork plai
will try it.
2 bay leaves
Soak beans overnight, do not
SCANDINAVIAN BEAN SALAD
rinse; there should be 3 quarts
1 daa French cut green beans, drained
of water in the pan. Add all
1 can green peas, grained
ingredients and simmer 2 hours
chopped
celery,
of
piece
1
or longer until beans are tender.
1 =all can pimiento, chopped
Season to taste with salt and
onion,
chopped
medium
1
pepper, remove the bay leaves.
1 C. sugar
A smoother soup can be made
1 C. vinegar
by putting it through a colander
or mashing the beans with a
-41rer-ollial oil
potato masher. Serve piping hot
1 hip. mit
with a slice of lemon or slices of
H tap. Paprika
salami
Mix and let stand 24 hours. Will keep for several days
Mrs. Verba Paschall, Puryear,Tenn.
BAKED LIMA BEANS
"Bean,' the lowly staple. somewhat commonplace. Would 2 cups cooked dried lima beans
Uthough they are nutritious, you believe there are over 10,000 2 tablespoons melted butter or
margarine
sitenomical,ittgla in protaiin and types of beans in the wend?
Right now we will be 1 cup sour cream
flavorful, keens are 30

r.orfZedd
rIDINSICCIALNirrl
East Side of The Square

We Reserve The Right To
Limit Quantities
s Wednesday
,
11
Sale Ste...
Ends Saturday

SAVE!!

PRESSURE
COOKER
Safe Speed Cooking
4-Qt Capacity
No. M-0404

Sale

,AL

Choice of flip-up

5111..VA‘IA

Of

slip-on.

Reg.'1.3969;

sai.

MELLO
MIST

HAIR
SPRAY

-114;44

Flee COI*

Reg. '3.00
to '3.25
VAPORETTE

BAND-AID

FLEA i
iCOLLAR BAND-AID
—Mr'Dogs

13-oz. Can
Reg. 98'

Sale $ 1 59

Kills fleas for 90 days,
aids in tick control.

f

sheer nba pack
strip 70
1

Reg. '1.09

BRAND
SHEER STRIPS
Value Pack
70 Assorted
Bandages
No 4630

-

WHILE-YOU-WAIT

1

PRINTING AND

.

DUPLICATING

4/7-•

Ilk

504.8 MAIN STREET

- 18.4.62
- PH0.4(70

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Textured Clear Plastic
100-ft-re4l

NEW FORMULA

N
NUCRI
PLUS
Gargle and Rinse
I8-oz Bottle
966
eg.
s/.5
Sale
GILLETTE FOAMY

SHAVE CREAM
Choice of Regular, Menthol,

iftV, Cleans away irritating
dirt and dust. Makes
eyes feel good again. Choice of 18
cc plastic or 16 cc gtass -dropper
bottle.

Lemon-Lime, Surf Spray.
11-oz. can
Reg.'1.1958
;

Reg. 11.0966
Sale

DENTURE
CLEANSER
TABLETS

Reg. '1.59

aolASISTr

Sale
EVERY
NIGHT

SHAMPOO

r4
=

"by Helene Curtis"
So mild you can
shampoo every night

60 Tablets

•

79;

281

sale

EYE DROPS

POLIDENT

42071

GLAD WRAP

28

MURINE

U. UDENT
mum perm

TO tAlartES---

Camera Ready Copy Only.

LIQUID ANTACID
v Good tasting
1" Effective
fr ,Non-constipating
,

;

59

VALENTINE PRINTING)

MYEANTA

SUN

2 Cubes — 8 Flashes

(FORMERLY

INC
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES

3-oz.
4ip.
,
Jar 6
sole_
tali)

11

GLASSES

Past Print Czpy Center

100% Tea

COOL-RAY

FLASH CUBES

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY!!
ill et It-Or It Can't Be Had

NESTEA

Sale

POLAROID

HI-POWER

S DRUG
WALLI
PHONE 753-1272

INSTANT

12-oz. bottle

8 oz Can

SYLVANIA BLUE DOT

1 --011Ve-

Golx•
solo
ow,

h.

ETNA SMOKES
Smoke and dust have begun
to issue from northern Sicily's
10,902-foot high Mt. Etna, but
it is felt the activity does not
mean a volcanic eruption. —

SWEDISH STYLE BEANS
This dish can be whipped up in
a hurry, yet it is impressive and
delicious.
2 1 lb. cans kidney beans
1 Tbs. lemon juice
I tap. grated lemon rind
1 tsp. salt

ANTI-PERSPIRANT
Reg. '1.75

51010

1.4 C. parsley, chopped
C, vinegar
3'4 C. sugar
Combine all ingredients
except vinegar and sugar.
Combine vinegar and sugar and
bring to a boil. Pour over the
garbonzo bean mlicture and allow
to set over night or pack into
Makes a
pint jars and seal.
little over 2 pints.

BEAN
GARBANZO
SPAGHETTI
These unusual beans can be
found on the grocer's shelves,
look for them they are well
worth the effort. They are
som times called Chick Peas and
come dried or canned.
1 garlic clove, minced
kl C. chopped onion
ts C. chopped celery
3m.. salad oil
2 C garboaso beans, canoed or
dried beans cooked •
2ks C. water or Ilipsid from
beans
C. cooked tweak*
IS ot. can lumikisimaioleaf "
1 tsp. salt
I tsp. dried oregano
1 lb. spaghetti, cooked
Parmesan cheese
Fry onions, garlic and celery
in the oil until tender. Add
remaining ingredients except
the spaghetti and cheese.
Simmer, uncovered, for 2 hours.
Serve on spaghetti and spinkle
with cheese. Serves 8.

RIGHT GUARD

Despite removal of the Outer
Loop and Fern Valley tolls by P,
Governor Wendell Ford in May,
the Kentucky Turnpike continued to be the leader.
Returns on the other facilities L:
I
as compared to a year ago t
were: Mountain Parkway and
Extension, $183,473.78, up t
$12,110.91; Western KentuckN
Parkway and
Extension,
$332,186.69, up $15,144.23:
Shawneetown Bride, $34,951.41.
down $627.32; Blue Grass Park-,
way, $211,543 47, up 110,807.40; 4
Jackson Purchase Parkway.
$46,813.79, up $2,033.73; Pen-s
nyrile Parkway, $172,497.131
down $6,585.10; Sebree Bride.
$4,551.27, up $79.81; Aubudont;
upt:
Parkway, $49.017.73.
!'
:
$19,887.07; Daniel Boone Park-„
way, 23,201.04; Green Riverl
Parkway, $127,308.33, andP
Parkway,ZI
Cumberland
$23,384.32, not open in 1972.

GARBANZO BEAN PICKLE
RELISH
2 large (20 oz.) cans garbanzo
beans
'4 C. pimientos, chopped
4 cloves garlic
Po tsp. salt
I tsp. grated lemon rind

HAWAIIAN BAKED BEAN
iqtdck)
1 large 11 lb., 15 oz.) can baked
beans
onions, sliced
k. cup dark molasses
k4 cop chill sauce
1 large tl lbs., 14 oz.) can
pineapple rings
beans, onion,
Combine
molests,and chili sauce. Spread
in a shallow baking dish. Place
pineapple slices on top. Heat in a
300 degree oven for 26 minutes
or until thoroughly hot. Serves 6.

GILLETTE _

MICROMATIC

1 Tb. vinegar
i/41 C. light corn syrup
1 tsp. dill seeds
or a spring of fresh dill
Combine ingredients and
simmer for 15 minutes. Serves
6

% cup brown sugar
1 tablespoon dry mustard
salt and pepper
Soak and cook dry lima beans
until tender (measure the 2 cups
when cooked). Add butter, sour
cream, sugar, dry mustard and
salt and pepper to taste. Place in
a casserole dish. Bake 2 hours in
a slow oven, 250 degrees,
uncovered. If the beans become
dry add a little water to soften
the. Canned dry butter beans
may be used in this recipe if
Serves 4 or 5
desired.

Stop, Shop
and

Open 9 a.m. to 3 p.m

FRANKFORT, Ky.
Revenue on Kentucky's Parkway System reached $1,999,843.
77 during the month of June, an
increase of more than $200,000
over the same period a year
ago.

Choice of Herb, Lemon, Balsam
8-oz. Bottle
Rog. 11.47

Sal°
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It's

Big 32 Ounce

Cokes

/-

49.;

32-0z.
Bottles

Pli

Deposit

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
I. mit: 4 with $7.50 additional purchase,
excluding tobacco and dairy products.

We Reserve The Right To Limit

Shoi‘i oat

Food Giant

BREAD

2c

16-oz. Loaf

Pork &B
14-oz. Can

Ea.

ILOit.1

6,

(Limit. 4 Loaves)

Dad's

Morton

oo
R
To
r
o
f
5
Bee
Pot Pies

44

Frosty kcre

Pride of Illinois

Org.

CORN

12-oz. Can

17-oz. Can

(Limit: 3

Betty Crocker

•

Golden Grain

White
Yellow
Ger. Choc.
18-oz. boxes

Cake M X

MAC. &
TV CHEESE

Chicken of the Sea

Horne Gro

Chunk Style

TOMA
I

TUNA

43

61 2-0Z. Can

Instant

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

Folgees

Folgees

COffiE
2-lb. can

COFFEE
6-oz. jar
-

Expires 8-7-73
Good only at Storey's

99c.

Expires 8-7-73
Good only at Storey's

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

POST
TOASTIEs

23,

12 oz box

Expires 8-7-73
Good only at Storey's

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

Nestea

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

Instant

Betty Crocker White

NESTEA

ANGEL FOOD
MIX

3•oz. jar
fac
Expires 8-7-73
Good only at Storey's

3-oz.
jar

COUPON
Limit 1 per fam0

COUPON
Limit 1 Per family

Bounty

WESSON

TOWELS

16-oz box

OIL
24 oz bot

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

Pruf

King Size

SPRAY
STARCH

PALMOLIVE
QU
LIID

22-oz. can

. 59c

_1/41•:Expires 8-7-73
Good only at S,torey's

79 Save 14.6

Expires 8-7-73
Good only at Storey's

Expires 8-7-73
Good only at Storey's

Expires 8-7-73
Good only at Storey's

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

COU:
Limit 1

CASHMERE
BOUQUET

BAG

Bath
Size

80

4139c
Expires 8-7-73
Good only at Storey's

Expires 8-7-73
Good olltY at Storey!'

EXpirei
(.60d

only

AIM=

AUGUST 1, 1173
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It's Our 4th 81g...
A

Treasure Chest
This
Week
Win

•••

$

0000

Last Week's $200.00 Winner:
F. C. Holland, Almo, Ky.
Beef Prices Good Thru Sat.

E44c

* U.S. CHOICE *

ShoAi oat

rk &Beans
I-oz. Can

END CUT SIRLOIN STEAK
BONELESS STEW MEAT
RIB STEAK
SWISS STEAK
COUNTRY FRY STEAK
CHOPPED SIRLOIN
GROUND ROUND
GROUND CHUCK

p.

F

Y Cook
•
ds
ok
Cnic
ed

$128

00,
s

7

ounby

L.111,1 6,

Fresh Storemade

Lean & Meaty

Frosty kcres

Spare Ribs

Org. Juice
12-oz. Can
(Limit: 3,

29

amn
MAC. &
CHEESE

7-oz$
boxes

St. Lows
Style

...___
•
0
7
f Alt

Coupons

4139!
Expires 8-7-73
Good only at Storey6

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

BAGGIES

Family Size

80 ct box

.7&

TIDE

Hunter's Thrifty Brand

ieners

•

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

GLAD WRAP
100 ft. Roll

. ____
, . $ . . ._ . . ._, ______ _,_. .
Expires 8-7-73
Good only at Storey's

Lb.

Pattie Mix
Famlly Pack

' With

Bath
Size

09

Ground Beef

19c
CASHMERE
BOUQUET—

$

°° Pork Chops

DMATOES

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

t° ib

99c

Home Lirown

re

s40-sickft

8r.

Donuts

Y2 Gal

E'S

Expires 8-7-73
Good only 0 Storey's

__.._.__
Expires 8-7-73
Good only at Storey's

(Limit 3)
12-oz Pkg.

lb.

ir

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

Glad

Glad

TRASH BAGS

SANDWICH
BAGS

LIFEBUOY
SOAP
bath

.-----.COUPON
Limit 1 per family

Family Size

$119
,
Expires 8-7-73
Good only at Storey's

/b.

10

80 ct. box

2-ic

Expires 8:7-73'
Good only at Storey's

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

Glad

size

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

. Glad

SANDWICH
BAGS

STORAGE
BAGS

150 ct box

30 ct. box

3/59'...................49c

_. . . . c

-1-mg--:--•'--t----111.61k14411----Expires'2-773--"""---1540fig
Good only at StaraY's Goad Ady at Storey's ,
-04141
.
111111y alaillswts
-

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

DOVE
SOAP
Reg. size

3/59c
- — F Ninres 8-3-73
Good only at Storey's

COUPON
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State Fire Marshal's Office Works for Safety at Airports
from the Fire Marshal's Office
make physical inspections, list
deficiencies, and then supervise
corrective actions, all with the
purpose of insuring the safety of
users of the buildings.
Among the more recent
responsiblities of the office has
been the inspection of airports.
"At an airport there is a
combination of almost all types
of exposure to danger—
explosives, flammable liquids,
and many, many people,"
Murphy said.

ALCOHOLIC

Drinking
damages
liver

with fueling aircraft.
possiblity of diastrous exC. H. Hammons, chief of the plosions and fires, Harnmons
Stan- said.
at
CFR
units
diford and Bowman Fields in
Hanunons, a recipient of the
Louisville, said that one of the State Fire Marshal Award for
larger commercial planes may his improvements in the safety
hold as much as 30,000 gallons of of Standiford Field, has infuel, a fuel truck may contain as stituted a set of rules for hanmuch as 8,000 gallons, and dling fuel. Fuel trucks must be
thousands of gallons more are parked so that a problem with
kept in fuel
storage tanks one of them will not involve
around the airport.
others. They must be parked at
These extremely flammable least 50 feet from the terminal
liquids must be handled with building and cannot be left
great caution to avoid the unattended with engines run-

The safety standards an what is termed a "mutual aid
airport must meet depend upon agreement" with the state.
its size and the number of Local fire and police departscheduled, commercial flights ments respond to emergencies
it handles. Large, busy airports at these fields, while the state
must meet higher standards Fire Marshal's Office supplies
than smaller ones.
training and equipment.
In case of an emergency at
"A great many safety
Standiford Field, Hammons violations and defects occur
said that the first piece of because people are simply not
emergency equipment must be aware of the hazards or the
able to reach the farthest point law," Hammons said. "Many
because
on the airport in three minutes. violations
exist
facilities
and
The second piece should arrive buildings
within four minutes and the rest were constructed before laws
should be on the scene with 44 and codes existed. The majority
minutes.
of safety precautions are just a
Many smaller airports have matter of good housekeeoine.
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By BOB SCOTT
Copley News Service
Dear Bob:
I've noticed that a lot of alcoholics have cirrhosis of the
liver. I read someplaee recently that alcohol does not
cause cirrhosis of the liver. If
it doesn't, then why in the
devil do a lot of alcoholics
have cirrhosis?
Wondering About
Dear Wondering About:
It has been known for a long
time that only a small percentage of alcoholics, perhaps
- s,•
10 tier.- rent- er-bgis.'
cirrhosis of the infer. However, almost all heavy drinkers,
including alcoholics, suffer
some liver damage as a result
of their drinking.
It was once reasoned that if
alcohol were the cause, a
much higher percentage of alcoholics would get the disease. Most medical authorities assumed that the true
cause of the prevalence of cirrhosis of the liver in alcoholics
was malnutrition caused by
the inclination to drink rather
than eat, but now they are not
sure.
Cirrhosis of the liver means
scarring of the liver, and recent studies have shown that
even small doses of alcohol
unquestionably cause scar
tissue in the liver. Other
studies confirm that when
people with advanced cirrhosis of the liver stop drinking, their condition shows
striking improvement. As for
the theory that malnutrition is
the cause of this disease in alcoholics, studies say that this
is simply not true.

Five airports in Kentucky,
Louisville, Cincinnati,
Lexington, Paducah, and
Owensboro, provide fire
protection on the field. These
have Crash-Fire-Rescue (CFR)
units which work closely with
the Fire Marshal's Office to
maintain complaince with the
state safety regulations and the
National Fire Code, used as a
minimum standard.
The most hazardous activites
at an airport-those that concern
safety officials most-have to do

ning. Both truck and plane must
be grounded to prevent static
electricity from igniting the
fuel.
The people who do the fueling
are ususally not airport personnel but employees of commercial airlines and flight
services, Hammons said. State
regulations require tham to be
21-years old, to pass a medical
examination and to be properly
trained.
Hammons, with the coppoeration of state inspectors,
makes regular chekcs on the
employees, techniques and
equipment involved in fueling.

11111IliIU.Ii.iHIIIU

FRANKFORT, Ky. -- The
word "safety" brings approving
nods and lip service from nearly
everybody, but at times that's
about all.
At the state Fire Marshal's
Office, however, there are
many people who take the
matter of safety very seriously.
One of these is Ernest Murphy,
deputy fire marshal.
"People have the right to
assume that a building is safe,"
he said,"that they are not likely
to be exposed to fire, and that if
they are, they can escape
easily."
According to Murphy, people
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E.Frank A. Sexias, medical director of the National
Council on Alcoholism, stated,
For the first time we are getting medical evidence which
confirms the observations
doctors have made and
dodged for years: alcoholism
and cirrhosis are very closely
linked."
I think it is safe to say that
heavy drinkers develop liver
••:i ge-and that many alcee----holies develop cirrhosis but
-c---Itiat other people who do not
drink also develop cirrhosis.
Bob

FOX DELUXE

BONELESS

PIZZA
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Choosefrom two classic patterns .
English Garden...delicate blue floral
pattern borders the traditional rim shape.
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Dear Bob:
I'd like to know whether or
not a person can inherit alcoholism from his parents or his
grandparents.
Researcher
Dear Researcher:
To date, no evidence has
been unearthed to specifically
relate alcoholism to heredity,
but there is a substantial
amount of research indicating
alcoholism does run in families.
Children of alcoholic parents, for example, are considered by authorities to be extremely high-risk individuals
should they drink, and while
their greater sasceplibility
may be accounted for by an
unfavorable home atmosphere, learned attitude regarding drinking, and irnitation of adult behavior, some
experts feel that the discovery
of a direct genetic connection
— either as a predisposition to
alcoholism or an immunity to
it — is not as remarkable as
most people think.
Some experts are feverishly
attempting to find a genetic
etiology in the causation of alcoholism, but to date,such results are not available.
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Women Take Active Role In Kentucky Government
By Jeanne Beckett
If there is any doubt women
are taking a more active role in
government today, and are
qualified to do so, a look at
Kentucky will dispel any
questions
Women hold three of the top
elective positions in the state.
Two more were named
departmental commissioners at
the beginning of Governor
Wendell ,, Frerd's Administration.
Governor Ford, pleased with
the performance of these and
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other women in state government, has taken steps to open
the door to other qualified
women. He has named a 24member Kentucky Commission
on Women that represents a
cross-section of the state.
Mrs. Thelma Stovall, Kentucky's Secretary of State, is
the only woman representative
of state government on the
commission, but also serving
are a woman mayor, Mrs. Dolly
McNutt of Paducah, and a
female county court clerk, Mrs.

VALUABLE KROGER COUPON

Betty ,Justice of Pikeville.
At the Governor's request, the
first concerns of the all-female
commission will be employment opportunities in
government, education and
business and a suggested
system for soliciting and
maintaining a women's talent
bank to be used for appointments to state boards,
commissions and committees.
Mrs. Stovall Malt probably
be termed the pathfinder of

"IC

selves in either of these offices.
Miss Mary Louise Foust, is
serving her second term as
auditor of public accounts for
the Commonwealth.
Mrs Frances .Jones Mills,
Kentucky's Clerk of the Court of
.1.ppeals, was first elected to the
State House of Representatives
from her native Knox County.
She was not only the first woman to be chosen by the voters
there, but the first Democrat
elected to the seat from that
district since 1876. She held the

Kentucky's move toward
acknowledgement
of
its
qualified women. She was first
elected to public office in 1950,
when she was selected as a state
representative. She held that
post for three terms before
seeking the office of Secretary
of State. Since her first election
to her present position she has
rotated between the office of
Secretary of State and State
Treasurer. By KentnekriP-..
person cannot succeed them-
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post in 1961-62. In 1964 she
became the first woman
nominated to Congress from the
fifth congressional district, but
lost her bid in the general
election. She is a former
director of women's activities
for Kentucky Civil Defense.
The lady with the longest
history in state government is
the one tapped by Governor
Ford as his commissioner of the
Department of Personnel, Miss
Cattle Lou Miller. Her career
began in 1947 as secretary to

Governor Earle C. Clements,
and except for five years as
advertising manager of the
Louisville Chamber of Commerce, she has held high
positions in state government
eve?'since.
Formerly head of the
Department of Public Information, Miss Miller is in her
second tenure as a departmental commissioner. She was
an executive assistant to
Governor Ford when he served
as lieutenant Governor Kentucky.
Gail Shannon Huecker,
Kentucky's Commissioner of
Economic Security, is in her
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KROGER WHOLE KERNEL
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Golden Corn

DELUXE

ZZA

AVONDALE
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Sweet Peas
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T PEPPERON,
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Hi C Drinks

$11
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Dish 'Air

‘
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Toaster Treats
SWANSOFT

5

Facial Tissue

200-CT
PKGS

4

Ivory Soap
$

1

SPOTLIGHT
Coffee

NEW YORK — They WI-themselves evangelists in
blue jeans.
"Praise God,” they declare
as they greet one another with
right hand raised in salute.
They carry Bibles, hum
tunes from "Jesus Christ Superstar" and "Goctspell" and
browse in bookstores featuring Christian-oriented reading material.
Members of this American
subculture include idealistic
youth and former drifters,
drug users and antiwar activists trying to return to the
mainstream of life.
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People'
thriving
By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service
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first position in state govern- .,.
ment. She was appointed by'
Governor Ford when she was i•
of
director
executive
Metropolitan Social Services
Department, in Louisville. She
has held posts at the Louisville
and .Jefferson County Children's
Home, Maryhurst School for
Girls,.Jefferson County Welfare
Department and the Kentucky
Correctional Institution for
Women.
State voters also have
selected one woman now serving in the Kentucky Senate and
three in the House of
Representatives. Clerks of both
the Senate and the House are
women. The trend for women in
elective government also has
spread to the city and county
levels, with nearly half of the
county court clerks in the state
being females 54 of 120i, two
county judges, six jailers, 12
valuation
adproperty
ministrators, three city judges
and one city attorney. Four
women are superintendents of
county school systems and two
hold this position in independent
school districts.
Governor Ford said he chose
women
comtwo
his
missioners because they were
qualified for the positions. He
said he hopes the commission's
studies will make him and
future governors aware of other
women in Kentucky capable of
holding high government posts.
- - The - membership -of the
commission includes a woman
television news editor, the wife
of a university president and
representatives of large
women's organizations such as
the Business and Professional
Women's Club, Federation of.
Woolens Clubs and League of
Women Voters.

Head & Shoulders

65c

FRESHMINT OR SPEARMINT

0Z
Maclean's Toothpaste 7TUBE
ANTISEPTIC

BTL8
17-0Z

Ustlilne
ANTISEPTIC

Bactine
JOHNSON & JOHNSON

2

Baby Oil

2 0Z

4-0Z

JOHNSON

Baby Powder

I 4-0Z,

MISS BRECK

HAIR SPRAY

59

Si
68c

views, leartilig"-Wiltd- fundamentalism and often practicing glossolalia — the speaking
of tongues.
These are some of the characteristics of the "Jesus People," the young men and
women who are out to convert
the world to their brand of
Christianity.
Some of their elders regard
the movement as a "fad" that
will go the way of the hippie
craze of a few years-ago, but -whatever it is, the Jesus
movement has drawn thousands of earnest young people
who think they have found
their answer, whether they go
it alone or gather with 5,000 or
6,000 others for weekly prayer
meetings under Pentecostal
Church auspices.
A major problem confronting the movement is the existence of the Children of God,
an extremist group that turns
youngsters against their parents and alienates them from
society as a whole. The organization figured prominently
in recent news when Ted Petrick, a former California
community relations expert,
helped parents kidnap their
own children from Children of
God communes.
This offshoot of charismatic
youth religiosity does not represent the main thrust of the
Jesus movement, however.
For the most part, the movement is unorganized, functioning more as a spontaneous
outpouring of religious zeal by
individuals or groups.
These and other similar activities have been described
as "mainlining Jesus," and
"taking the new trip." There
are those who have expressed
concern over the possible exploitation of youth by anti-intellectual and reactionary political forces.
The most zealous Jesus
People are convinced that it is
their mission to ooavert tht
rest of the world to Christian-.

their brawls4.010.0.4gity.
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'Delta Queen II' Set For Completion
4
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By BOB FIRESTONE JR.
Associated Press Writer
Ind.
JEFFERSONVILLE,
(AP)- The Delta Queen II is
scheduled for completion in the
spring of 1975 and by that time
it should have a name.
The steamboat, now under
construction at shipyards of
Jeffboat Inc., here, is actually
referred to as Hull No. 5999,

when she's due to go into serv- signing stage.
ice. Delta Queen II is just theN. Sometime in August, "we
plan to lay the keel," he added.
name we gave it.
The new, $15 million steam"The point is that when you
mention Delta Queen, every- boat will include a large
"It seems impersonal to call body knows what you're talking promenade, swimming pool on
it that," said John McKay, ex- about. They might have some the top deck, air conditioning, a
ecutive vice president of Jef- kind of contest for the public to motion picture theater and two
fboat Inc. "We would like to choose a name for it."
passenger elevators.
see a name for it, maybe someWith a length of 387 feet, the
McKay said the steamboat is
where in the mid spring of 1975 now in the engineering and de- new ship will be about 100 feet
longer than the current Queen
and will follow the route the
other Queen navigates, along
the Ohio and Mississippi rivers.
McKay said that 400 to 500
persons can be accommodated
on the new ship which, he said,
will be a true steamboat with a
steam engine and a real paddle
wheel. The new vessel will
probably have a band for overhome in Connecticut;Weicker
night passengers.
resignation.
rude with his family to a
One of the reasons the curOn April 18, the office safe
Fourth of July parade in
containing Weicker's Waterrent Delta Queen is so popular,
Bridgeport. He liked what he
gate investigation files was
McKay feels, is her route
heard
through the heartland of Amerburglarized No arrests have
Go get 'em, Lowell!" the
been made.
ica.
On June 10, Weicker said an * crowds shouted. "Give 'em
"There's so much to be seen
hell!" "Watergate Weicker -internal Federal Bureau of
in our country," McKay said,
give it to Nixon!"
Investigation memo dated
"the leisure time business is
"He's sure the best-known
September, 1970, showed that
getting bigger and bigger and
man in the state of Connectiat least one phase of a White
she (the Delta Queen) goes
Thomas
cut," said Gov.
House domestic intelligence
right through the heart of
Meskill, a Republican, who
plan went into effect despite
rode two cars ahead of
President Nixon's contention
Weicker.
on May 22 that the plan had
been withdrawn
The.son of an industrialist
Weicker then called on Mr.
and past president of the
Nixon to "stand before the
Squibb Chemical Co., Weicker
American people and tell
attended Yale and the Univerthem every single fact" about
sity of Virginia Law School.
Watergate.
He served two years in the
Army as an artillery officer.
A few days later, someone
In 1962, he won a seat in the
with White House ties sugConnecticut Assembly and the
gested to a reporter that he
next year began serving
should look into Weicker's
simultaneously as mayor of
1970 campaign finance report.
Greenwich. He rag for ConAnxious
know how his
Watergate
ertelse- - gressan 196/Land mowed-on to..
the Senate in 1970.
trig received politically back

and the ship is referred to the
Delta Queen because of the
fame of the current Delta
Queen.

PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE

Sen. Weicker wants
pols' image changed
By BENJAMIN SHORE
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON - The Senate Watergate hearings, with
testimony dry as gunpowder,
have had only one truly emotional moment.
On June 28, with the historical caucus room packed with
public and press and all three
television networks tuned in,
Sen. Lowell P. Weicker, the
42-year-old freshman Republican from Connecticut,
leaned his 6-foot-4-inch body
toward the microphones and
said fervently
-Republicans do not cover
up. Republicans do not go
ahead and threaten, Republicans do not go ahead and
commit illegal acts, and God
knows Republicans don't view
their fellow Americans as
enemies to be harassed ; but
rather I can assure you that
Republicans and those that I
-serve with look upon every
American as a human being
to be loved and won."
The remarks, met by sustained applause, had capped a
tough charge by Weicker that
the White House had attempted to smear him in an
effort to get him to go easy on
the Watergate issue.
Weicker said he had asked
Archibald Cox, the special
Watergate prosecutor, to investigate the alleged smear
attempt to see if it constituted
an illegal "obstruction of proceedings before special ( congressional committees."
The next morning at 8
o'clock, former White House
counsel Charles Colson, reputed to be the brains behind
the "dirty tricks" operations
emanating from the White
House in recent years, paid a
visit to Weicker in his Senate
office.
Colson wanted to assure
Weicker that he had nothing
to do with the attempted
smear, which amounted to
someone telling a reporter
that Vieicker failed to report
some 1970 campaign contributions. After 12 minutes of listening to Colson, Weicker lost
his temper and ordered Colson out.
"You make me sick,"
Weicker shouted. —
Who is this man for whom
Vice President Spiro Agnew
campaigned in 1970?
"Because of thins like Watergate, people have lost faith
in politicians, and I want to
see that c* hanged.
"The only thing that will
- convince them to respect politicians is to bring dirty business like the Watergate out in
the open."
Weicker, who sought his assignment to the Watergate
Committee chaired by Sen.
Sam Ervin, D-N.C., has been
more outspoken than any
other Republican on the subiect of Watergate. Weicker
last March said the White
House had been heavily involved; Sen. Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz., did not warn the
White House to come clean
until mid-April.
On April 1, Weicker, whose
staff has been conducting its
own investigation, said the
White House had conducted
surveillance of nine congressional offices during the
spring of 1971, and he said
HR. ( Bob) Haldeman, the
President's top staff aide. directed the operation.

America. There's just so much
heritage."
McKay said he hopes good
weather prevails while work
progresses on the new steamboat.
We don't have a building
that would be that high to take
care of all the equipment, with
cranes that would have to lift
tremendous pieces of steel."
The new steamboat will meet
the requirements of the federal
Safety at Sea Law, which stipulates all steel construction for
passenger vessels that carry 50
persons in overnight service.
The current Queen does not
meet those standards because
part of her wooden superstructure.
Three acts of Congress,
though, have kept the Queen
exempt from the law since its
adoption in 1966.
William Muster, president of
Greene Line Steamers of Cincinnati, owners of the current
Delta Queen, said the new vessel will not be a replacement
for the Delta Queen, but is the
first of a new fleet to expand
and develop recreation navel
in America's rivers.

Artificial Heart Research
Poses Disturbing Questions

Member of

who need the artificial organ. it
may become a life-saving device accessible only to the rich.

By WILLIAM STOCKTON
AP Science Writer
WASHINGTON (API - The
long quest to construct an implantable artificial heart, drawing steadily closer to realization, raises a disturbing number of questions, a panel of scientists has w.arned the government
Some of the moral, ethical,
legal and social questions have
the potential for emotioncharged controversy. The scientists said these issues should be
resolved before the artificial organ is made available to the estimated 50,000 people whose
lives it might save each year.
An advance copy of the National Heart and Lung Institute
report, which will be published
in two months, was obtained by
The Associated Press.
The NHLI is spending about
$5.7 million this year on artificial heart and related research and has put at least $36

million into the project since its
inception. The Atomic Energy
Commission is spending $2.2
--Selection of recipients.
million this year and has spent
a total of more than $9 million Once the organ becomes clinisince 1967.
cally available, it is unlikely
there will be sufficient hearts,
totally implantable artiteams or medical
ficial heart is now being tested implantation
immediately to accomin animals. The report said it centers
everyone who would die
might be as much as 10 years modate
before such a device is general- otherwise. Selection should be
ly available to the public, but made on a medical basis only.
limited human experimentation resorting to lottery in case of
shortages for patients with
may be much closer.
"We believe that develop- equally dire medical situations.
urged.
ment of the totally implantable In no case, the panel
on
selected
be
patients
should
artificial heart should proceed," the 10 lawyers, doctors, the basis of "social wePth "
sociologists, ethicists and politi.The definition of death.
cal scientists said.
How will doctors determine the
But they listed a series of is- point of death for persons with
sues that must be resolved that a mechanical pump that can
included:
continue circulating blood after
--Cost At $25,000 per patient, other organs have died, the
the artificial heart will strain panel asked. Doctors and-lawcurrent health care financial makers should begin now to rercv
systems. Unless financial sup- solve the legal questions, the
port is made available to all report said.
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FOR THURSDAY, AUGUST 2, 1973
Look in the section in which relatives who could put a blight
your birthday comes and find on your romance.
what your outlook is, according SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
to the stars.
There are those who would
ARIES
take advantage of your good
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
nature now. Do not be led by
Watch your budget now. Don't emotion and sympathy to
go beyond limits until a pending overcommit yourself or to act
financial matter is definitely against your intuition and exsettled. It COULD go differently perience.
than you expect.
CAPRICORN
TAURUS
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Extra caution needed now. As
under
relationships
Personal
with Sagittarius, don't indulge
something of a cloud. Don't get in misplaced idealism or waste
caught in the middle of a assets on lost causes.
dispute between associates. AQUARIUS
1106.
What starts out as mere (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
discussion could end in a
Uranus in highly propitious
51IOUILJI,
on. /Ow blnk)ftunities IA
GEMINI
the offing. Also, you can look for
(May 22 to June 21)
a 'favorable outcome to a conMercury's position somewhat fidential discussion.
to
necessary
adverse. It may be
PISCES
go over communications and ( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
travel plans more carefully -Your judgment somewhat
allowing for possible delays, "cloudy" now. Take nothing for
changing circumstances.
granted, even if all seems well.
CANCER
And, above all, make no hasty
( June 22 to July 23)
decisions.
Someone in authority will now
take action to aid your cause widening youi horizons conYOU BORN TODAY are
siderably. You have good endowed with a bright and
reason for optimism.
vivacious personality; are a
LEO
Combination of practicality and
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 12
idealism and, sometimes take
A give-and-take spirit must yourself too seriously. You are a
prevail now or you will find that staunch defender of your 'you have plenty of opposition
principles and beliefs, but may
much of it needless. Make a be too outspoken at times.
genuine effort to avoid son- Extremely versatile, there are
tention.
many fields in which you could
VIRGO
excel, notably: the stage,
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IP
journalism, teaching, art and
An inner voice may rebel medicine. If attracted to the
against certain intended action. law, you could become an
Listen, As the old saying goes: outstanding statesman. Birthwhen in doubt, don't.
date of: Peter O'Toole, film
LIBRA
star; John Kieran, journalist,
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
author; John Tyndall, Brit.
Do not be anxious if things are physicist.
not working out quite the way
• . •
you expected. You are on the
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR
1973.
For
a personal 140 peg*
right track, so keep going. A
forecast on health, wealth, love and
marriage. Send Si 00 pkri IS cents in
good day for making decisions.
coin for postage and handling to
SCORPIO
Horoscope gook Dessertmenr, erre 473,
OldCheSsea Station, Now York, N.Y.
lielti
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